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No handbook can cover every aspect relating to the functions, procedures, and policies in place
within a dynamic institution such as Pioneer Academy. Therefore, any situation not specifically
referred to in this handbook will fall under the jurisdiction of PA Administration and the Board of
Directors. Pioneer Academy reserves the right to update its policies and regulations as needed with
or without prior notification. The latest copy will be posted on the website, and a hard copy will be
available upon request.
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II. Message from the Head of School

Dear Pioneer Academy Community,
Welcome to the 2023-2024 academic year! We're thrilled to have returning students and extend a warm
welcome to new members of our Pioneer family. This year, we begin on a high note, with Pioneer School
achieving recognition in the 2024 Niche "Best School" Rankings. We've secured the #9 position among
K-12 Private Schools in New Jersey and maintain our #1 rank in Passaic County, a testament to our
commitment to excellence.

Why This Handbook Matters
This student-parent handbook is your essential guide for a successful academic year. It outlines the values,
expectations, and resources that define our vibrant Pioneer Academy community. It serves as a roadmap
to navigate your educational journey, ensuring that you make the most of your experience at our school.
Please familiarize yourselves with its contents and use it as a reference throughout this year and all of the
subsequent years of the student's enrollment at Pioneer Academy. All stakeholders, including students
attending Pioneer Academy and their parents and guardians are required to abide by the rules contained
within it.

A Positive Learning Community
Pioneer Academy is more than a school; it's a positive learning community. We are proud of the great
community we have built, one that embraces rules and regulations. It's a community that thrives on
accountability, resulting in a high-quality environment where students flourish. This collaborative spirit
enriches the educational experience and contributes to our shared success.

Our Commitment to Excellence

Since our founding in 1999, Pioneer Academy has been dedicated to providing rigorous, ethics-driven
college-preparatory education. Our commitment to excellence is reflected in our Niche and SAT rankings,
showcasing our leadership in education. Our graduates consistently gain admission to prestigious
universities, and our faculty and programs earn praise from parents and students alike.

At Pioneer Academy, we guide and support students on their path to success. Education is a partnership
between family and school, and we deeply value the collaboration with our parents. We're committed to
ensuring the best possible experiences for all students, making this year one of growth and achievement.

Welcome back to another exceptional year at Pioneer Academy. Wishing you a prosperous 2023-2024
school year.
With gratitude,

With gratitude,
Owen O. Akman,
Head of School
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Mission

Pioneer Academy fosters an inclusive environment with state-of-the-art facilities for
students to grow in knowledge through a rigorous curriculum grounded in ethical
principles and multicultural awareness inspired by engaging faculty. Our primary
responsibility is to prepare young people for exceptional lives of purpose and accomplishment as
global citizens, devoted to personal excellence and the greater good.

Vision

We aim to inspire curious, creative, compassionate, and committed global citizens
through intellectual growth and personal excellence within an ethical framework. We
celebrate the pursuit of knowledge as inseparable from the development of character.

Core Values: Four Pillars

Our philosophy of education is enabled by curiosity, creativity, compassion, and
commitment, empowered by empathy, ethics, and community, open to everyone, regardless of
race, color, religion, gender identity, or national origin.

Curiosity, Creativity, Compassion, and Commitment — define the Pioneer Academy
educational experience and community. They anchor our passion for learning excellence and
guide our shared culture and identity as Pioneer Academy citizens. Fundamentally, they govern
how we strive alone and together toward greater knowledge and a more inclusive, diverse, and
equitable future.

Honor Code

Pioneer Academy’s scholastic community is defined by and built upon a foundation of
mutual trust, honesty, and integrity, as expressed within the Honor Code, a pledge that students
sign upon matriculation and periodically reaffirm each academic year.

“As a member of Pioneer Academy:
I will let my moral compass and conscience guide my daily participation and

contributions at Pioneer.
I consider ethics and honesty as the foundation of our shared community: I hereby

pledge my conscience and integrity to the Pioneer Academy community and similarly expect
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that my classmates do the same, in keeping with Pioneer’s Four Pillars––Curiosity, Creativity,
Compassion, and Commitment.

I shall neither give nor receive any unauthorized aid, assistance, or advantage, as
defined by my teachers, faculty, and administration, both explicitly and implicitly, from any
source, with respect to school work, homework, exams, papers, or any other school matter or
academic endeavor, whether scholarly, extracurricular or athletic.

I shall neither steal nor violate other persons or their property, whether in the
academic setting or not, whether intellectual or material.

On all my work, the signature of my name reaffirms my honor and continuous
commitment to this pledge.

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion

Pioneer Academy is wholly committed to Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and
Anti-Racism––we consider this commitment not only a moral imperative that unites us but
crucial to student success and fostering a learning community that empowers all its members.
Guided by the Four Pillars of our core values and our Honor Code, we condemn and do not
tolerate exclusion, bias, racism, prejudice, or bullying in any matter, shape, or form.

Pioneer Academy is a place where we honor and celebrate the inherent dignity and worth
of every human being, regardless of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin––where we
affirm the dignity of all people, embrace our common humanity, and one another’s differences
and diverse perspectives.

V. Important Contact Information

Pioneer Academy Website Address: www.pioneeracademy.org
164 Totowa Road Main E-Mail Address: info@pioneeracademy.org
Wayne, NJ 07470-3118

Pioneer Academy Main Number: (973) 405-5169
Use this number to: Request General Information

Notify Pioneer of Student Tardiness or Absence
Make Appointments
Contact to Faculty/Staff

Pioneer Academy Main Fax Number: (973) 405-5176
Social Media:

Facebook/Twitter/ Instagram/ Google Plus: PioAcademy
RSS: http://pioneeracademy.org/feed/
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Administrative Staff:

Head of School Mr. Owen O. Akman owen.akman@pioneeracademy.org

Upper School Principal;Academics &
Operations

Mr. Ali Bilgin ali.bilgin@pioneeracademy.org

Assistant Head of School Ms. Monica Bajraktarevic monica@pioneeracademy.org

Director of Operations for Middle
School

Mr. Alex Benevenga alex.benevenga@pioneeracademy.org

Director of College Counseling Mr. Murat Yurttaser murat.yurttaser@pioneeracademy.org

PreK-4 Director of Operations Ms. Oznur Duzgun oznur.duzgun@pioneeracademy.org

K-8 Director of Curriculum &
Instruction & PD

Mr. Brian Caiazzo bcaiazzo@pioneeracademy.org

HR Coord; Librarian; Admin Asst Mrs. Nermin Selman nermin.selman@pioneeracademy.org

Director of Business Operations

Director of Student Support Services Mr. Aziz Cubuk aziz.cubuk@pioneeracademy.org

Dean of Students Ms. Priscilla Lainez plainez@pioneeracademy.org

Finance Manager Mr. Fatih Bulungiray fatih.bulungiray@pioneeracademy.org

Academic Faculty:

Dept. Head, Science Mr. Mustafa Dincturk mustafa.dincturk@pioneeracademy.org

Dept. Head, ELA Ms. Lauren Hughes lauren.hughes@pioneeracademy.org

Dept. Head, Social
Studies

Mr. Azly Abdul-Rahman azly.rahman@pioneeracademy.org

Dept. Head,
Mathematics & IT

Dr. David Yildiz davut.yildiz@pioneeracademy.org

Director of Athletics Mr. Matthew Silvestri matthew.silvestri@pioneeracademy.org

Dept. Head World
Languages

Ms. Seker tugba.seker@pioneeracademy.org

Dep.Head Fine Arts Ms. Jackie Hernandez jackie.hernandez@pioneeracademy.org

PreK Teacher Ms. Jennifer Foster jennifer.foster@pioneeracademy.org
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Upper School: Begins September 7, 2023 and ends June 13, 2024.

Middle and Lower School: Begins September 6, 2023 and ends June 13, 2024.

The following dates are holidays observed by the school. The school will not offer care or
instruction during these day. Parents should plan for alternate care for their children on school
holidays based on the following school calendar dates:

● Labor Day -September 4, 2023
● Thanksgiving -November 23, 2023- November 24, 2023
● Winter Holidays -December 18, 2023- January 31, 2023
● New Year's Day- January 1, 2024 -January 2, 2024
● Martin Luther King Jr. Day -January 15, 2024
● President’s Day -February 19, 2024
● Spring Break - April 8, 2024-April 12, 2024
● Eid al-Fitr April 10, 2024- April 11, 2024
● Memorial Day -May 27, 2024

Middle School and High School Hours & Bell Schedules
Pioneer Academy follows three distinct bell schedules during a regular week. Please note that for safety
precautions, students are not permitted to be dropped off on school premises before 8:00 AM. During a
regular day, school begins at 8:15 AM and ends at 2:40pm. Clubs are scheduled from 2:45-3:30 PM.
Students should be dropped off and picked up in the designated areas at the designated times, or arrange
for before and aftercare options. The regular weekly schedules are shown below:
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K-12 Early Dismissal:
Early dismissal days are designated by the Pioneer Academy administration. Planned early dismissal days
can be found on the school calendar. The school will notify parents via email and phone for any early
dismissals due to inclement weather.

Please refer to the Before/Aftercare section of the handbook for details regarding care on early dismissal days

K-12 Delayed Openings
Pioneer Academy may occasionally find it necessary to announce a delayed opening due to inclement
weather or other unavoidable circumstances. On such days, school hours will be from 9:45 AM to 4:10
PM. The bell schedule for delayed opening days is shown below:
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Please refer to the Before/Aftercare section of the handbook for details regarding care on delayed opening days.

K-12 Unplanned School Closings and Parent Communications:
Please note that the interests of safety and health may entail the sudden announcement of school
dismissal times that may differ from the standard times noted in any of our five schedules. In
these unforeseen circumstances, special announcements will be made to teachers, students, and
parents.
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Parents may choose to enroll in the messaging system on Alma. Parents that opt-in will receive
information regarding school schedule changes. . Email/ text messages and phone call
communication will usually be received between 6:00 and 7:00 AM. Unplanned schedule
changes will be communicated to parents as early as possible.

Before and After School Care Information
Please visit our website for an updated list of prices and detailed information.
http://pioneeracademy.org/index.php/students-life/after-school-care/

Hours and Notification
Before-school care is available from 7:30 AM to 8:10 AM on a regularly scheduled school day.
After-school care is available between 2:45 PM and 6:00PM on a regularly scheduled school
day. Hours of care will vary, depending on student participation in school clubs and
before/after-school care options.

Registration:
Parents must register more than 24 hours in advance for before-school and after-school care.
Families that know they will require care can register their students early in the school year. To
notify the school that a student will need care, parents can email care@pioneeracademy.org at
least one day before care is needed. Please visit our website for a list of prices and further
registration information.

After and Before-School Care Drop-Off/ Pick-Up and Fees:
An updated list of prices can be found on our before/after-school care website:
http://pioneeracademy.org/index.php/students-life/after-school-care/

Students registered for before care can be dropped off at the school’s entrance no earlier than
7:30 AM. To observe proper safety precautions, no student is permitted to be dropped off before
8:10 AM. Although faculty members may be present, students will not be permitted to enter the
building before 8:10 AM unless they are under the supervision of a before-school care faculty
member.

Students registered for after-school care must be picked up by 6:00 PM or a late fee will be
assessed to your account. Late fees are charged per child for every minute that exceeds 6:00PM.
All late fees are required to be cleared before a student is allowed to return to after/care and can
be paid the next time a student is dropped off.

Before and after-school care is not provided on Saturdays, Sundays, Holidays, or on days when
the school is closed per the academic calendar.

VII. Attendance and Punctuality Policies

Tardiness and Absenteeism

Pioneer Academy will be guided by all state laws governing the school attendance of all
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students. For a more detailed description of these laws, families can visit the State of New Jersey
Department of Education website:
https://www.state.nj.us/education/students/safety/behavior/attendance/

Pioneer Academy will also enforce its own rules regarding the attendance of all enrolled students
as documented in this handbook. Attendance shall be required of all enrolled students during the
days and hours that the school is in session unless it is shown to the satisfaction of the
Administration that an acceptable cause exists to justify the student’s absence. In accordance
with statute, the school shall require from the parent of each child who has been absent from
school a written statement detailing the dates of and the reasons for each absence. The school
will contact the parents of a student that is absent without notification. Absences may be excused
only under extenuating circumstances for which clear documentation and dates are provided.
Pioneer Academy reserves the right to verify such statements and documentation and to
investigate the cause of each absence or tardiness. The school administration will contact the
families of students with excessive tardiness or absences to assist in developing a plan to
improve attendance. Students may lose course credit, suffer academic consequences or not
matriculate to the next grade level for chronic tardiness and/or absenteeism.

Tardiness
Student attendance will be taken immediately within the first 10 minutes of classes by all
teachers. Tardiness is defined as any instance in which a student does not arrive in the
appropriate homeroom or class on time as defined by the school bell schedule. Students
arriving less than 10 minutes after the start of the first period and less than 5 minutes after the
start of any subsequent classes will be marked tardy and penalized accordingly, every 5 tardy’s
(less than 9 minutes) are equivalent to 1 absence. Health and Physical Education classes are
not exceptions. For students arriving more than 10 minutes late to the first period or more than 5
minutes late to any subsequent classes, see the ABSENCE section below. Students with
excuses for tardiness must present them to the classroom teacher upon entering the class.
Disputes or errors regarding attendance must be brought to the Dean of Students with evidence
within one week of the student’s return to school. Please note that late arrivals due to bus
delays/problems will not be counted; however, students will still be responsible for any missed
work.

Students that are tardy by less than 10 minutes (8:15- 8:25 AM) shall proceed as follows:
Proceed to the Reception Area to obtain a late pass from the school safety officer or the
receptionist and immediately proceed to class. Every student must report within 5 minutes of the
issued Tardy Slip or the student will not be allowed in class and must proceed to the Dean of
Students. Elementary students should proceed to the Elementary School Office and obtain a
tardy pass.

Students that arrive at school after 8:25 AM shall proceed as follows:
Proceed to the Reception Area to obtain a late pass. If the reception is unavailable proceed to the
Dean of Students for a late pass. No students will be allowed to class without a late pass.
Elementary students proceed to the Main Reception Area (south entrance), and obtain a tardy
pass. The students will be directed to the classes accordingly.
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An absence is defined as any instance in which a student does not report to the appropriate
homeroom or class within the first 10 minutes of the first period or the first 5 minutes of any
subsequent classes without an authorized excuse for tardiness. Such absences will be recorded as
unexcused and penalized accordingly. Students that do not report to class after arriving tardy
will be considered to be cutting class and disciplined in accordance with the school handbook.

Excused Absences
A notice from a parent or guardian must be provided to the administration each time a student
requests an excused absence. Requests should be submitted to the administration as early as
possible or at least 1 week prior to the absence.

Students may be granted excused absences under the following circumstances:

● Home-care illness:Unexpected absences should be reported to the main office on the day
of absence. Families should also inform the Nurse’s Office and the administration of
chronic medical conditions which may contribute to tardiness or absenteeism. Families
can inform the school of a student’s chronic illness by calling the school or emailing the
school nurse at nurse@pioneeracademy.org. A student absence may be excused with a
parent notification up to four times in the school year. Medical excuses without a
doctor’s note are limited to four per school year.

● Absences and tardiness should be reported to the front desk (973)-405-5169 as soon as
the absence is anticipated or by 8:25 AM on the day of the absence. In case of an
absence, parents must email attendance@pioneeracademy.org. If the school does not
receive notice from an absent or tardy student’s parent/guardian, the school will
telephone the parent/guardian of the student to confirm the student’s attendance status.
Parents must keep all contact information up to date to facilitate this process. Failure to
observe the guidelines as detailed above will result in unexcused absences.

○ Regular absences for home care will still be considered unexcused. Students that
wish to attend class virtually due to medical illness are subject to approval from
the administration and teachers before that student’s virtual attendance.

○ Students should refer to individual class syllabi and communicate with their
teachers regarding missed assignments.

● Certified hospital stays or visits to medical/mental health treatment facilities;
Documentation must be provided from the facility or physician.

● Bereavement or serious illness of an immediate family member

● Required visits to any government agencies including but not limited to immigration,
social security, child welfare, etc. Documentation of appointments and visits must be
submitted.

● Mandated Court Appearances: Documentation must be provided by the court indicating
the date of the student’s appearance in court. Documentation must be submitted,
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● Motor Vehicle Driver’s Tests. Documentation of appointments and visits must be
submitted.

● College visits for current 12th graders are limited to a a maximum of 4 (four) days. All
college visits must be pre-approved by the school counselor and a Vice-Principal.
Students must return with certification from the college/university indicating the days
and times of the visit.

● Special or Recognized Religious Holidays: observance of religious holidays
necessitating absence from school; Such absences are based on the faith of the
student/family and require notification at the start of the year.

● Suspensions: School days missed as a result of suspension shall be counted as excused.
Students who miss school due to suspensions are allowed to make up any work missed.
(Please refer to “Make-up Work for Absences.”)

● Weather or Environmental Conditions: Inclement weather or environmental conditions
rendering attendance impossible or hazardous to the student’s health or safety.

● Classes missed due to authorized, school-sponsored athletics and extracurricular
activities will not be counted as absences.

● Other extenuating cases as deemed appropriate by the administration

● If the absence has been pre-approved, absences not exceeding a cumulative total of 6
(six) days per school year shall be excused for the following reasons:

✧ College Acceptance or Scholarship interviews

✧ Internship or Need-Based Employment Interviews

✧ Exceptional educational excursions or experiences

✧ Graduation or wedding of an immediate family member

✧ Visit with a parent or guardian who is on leave from, or is being deployed to
military service overseas (limited to 5 days per year)

✧ Other circumstances that are mutually agreed upon by both parents and school
administration

✧ Parental visits for international boarding students: Absences for visitation
must be approved by the administration. If such days are approved, they will
be limited to 4 (four) days per year and no more than 2 (two) consecutive
days. Requests for visitation absences will be considered only if the student
has not accumulated more than ten (10) unexcused absences in any quarter.
Requests must be made at least one week prior to the desired excused absence.

Students experiencing a personal emergency or another serious issue that they feel should excuse them
from classes should report to the Dean of Students or the Nurse for a consultation before missing classes.

Notification of Anticipated Absence/Tardiness
If a day student (non-boarding student) is unable to travel to school because of inclement
weather, illness, or any other reason, parents must notify the School Office by 8:25 a.m. on that
day.
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Any student wishing to visit the nurse must first report to the Dean of Students. If the Dean of
Students is unavailable, the student must report to the school Administrator to request permission
to visit the nurse. Boarding students feeling too ill to attend the first period must notify their
dorm adviser and the Dean of Students before 8:20 AM.

Unexcused Absences
Unexcused absences are absences for which the student has no excuse recognized as legitimate
by the administration. All excuses for absences must be submitted to the Dean of Students within
one week of the student’s return to school.

Please note that except as otherwise noted above, home-care illness, family trips, missing classes
due to travel time do not qualify as excused absences.

If a student has met the limit for unexcused absences, requests for additional excused absences
may be denied. If the student exceeds the allowed number of unexcused absences, he or she will
fail any courses due to excessive absences as outlined.

Cutting Class

Deliberately choosing not to arrive on time or deliberately not attending classes while that class
is in session without permission or a legitimate excuse for the absence is considered cutting
class. Arriving to class unprepared or out of uniform is not a legitimate reason to miss class as it
is the responsibility of students to arrive prepared to learn and in full uniform. Regardless of the
time the student arrives at class, any student leaving prior to the end of class without permission
will be recorded and penalized for having cut the class.

Students have a responsibility to attend all classes every school day unless there are extenuating
circumstances that prevent attendance. Students should arrive prepared for learning and in full
uniform. Students do not have the “right” to cut classes simply because they have not yet
accumulated enough absences to fail due to attendance. Any students found cutting classes or
cutting school will be subject to disciplinary action, which may include detention or suspension,
loss of credit, and class failure, depending upon the number of unexcused absences the student
has at the time of the infraction.

Absences for Family Vacations & Student Visitation
Besides summer vacation, the school calendar provides several holidays where students may use
to travel at their leisure. Such periods include Thanksgiving, winter break, and spring break. The
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school encourages visitation by parents and relatives. However if visitation occurs during school
time, students should not be expected to miss classes to accommodate such visits. Parents may
utilize after-school hours and weekends for this purpose. Except in very special circumstances,
requests for vacation or visitation time will not be approved, absences will not be excused and
students will be marked absent and penalized accordingly. It is very important that students
attend all class meetings in each subject area. This ensures continuity of the learning experience
and prevents long gaps, which are most difficult, and at times impossible to make up.
Additionally, Pioneer Academy staff and faculty are neither required nor expected to make
exceptions, alter assignments, or prepare special assignments for students missing classes due to
vacations or visits from relatives.

Absences Due to Athletics and Extracurricular Activities
For students who are official participants in athletics, academic competitions, or other approved
extra-curricular activities, participation may entail travel and an unavoidable absence from
classes. Under such circumstances, these absences will not be counted; however, students must
communicate with teachers and make up all work missed in all classes according to the excused
absence regulations detailed above.

Participation in Extracurricular Activities when students are Absent or Tardy
If a student is absent or late due to illness or disciplinary action, that student will not be
permitted to take part in extracurricular or athletic activities on the same day. If the absence or
tardiness is due to reasons other than illness or disciplinary action, the school reserves the right
to determine the appropriateness of that student’s participation in extracurricular activities and
grant permission accordingly.

Attendance during Group Assemblies
School assemblies are held for the benefit of the students and the faculty. Students are required to
attend group assemblies unless otherwise specified by a teacher or administrator. Students are to
sit with the teacher of the class which they are missing to attend the assembly. Courtesy will be
shown to all speakers and individuals associated with the program. Disciplinary actions will be
administered for misbehaving students and students may be removed and may lose their
privilege to attend assemblies in the future.

Excuses from Participation in School Activities or Events
During the school year, students will be required to participate in athletic activities or other
school activities as part of their classes. Some students may, under certain circumstances, be able
to opt-out of participation in such activities and events for medical or religious reasons. For these
special cases, parents must provide the administration with proper documentation from a doctor
or a clergy member stating the reason the student should be excused from the relevant activities
or events.

Course Failure Due to Chronic Absenteeism
● The maximum number of unexcused absences is 18 for a full-year course and 9 for a

half-year course. If a student accumulates:More than 18 (eighteen) total unexcused
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absences for any full-year class, or More than 9 (nine) total unexcused absences for
any half-year class; the student will be denied credit and will fail the course for the
year. 

Credit Recovery Courses:

Students will be notified of their attendance record throughout the school year. Students in
jeopardy of failing a course due to absenteeism will be scheduled for a parent-teacher conference
with the Dean’s office. These students must communicate with their academic counselor to
discuss and plan for a credit recovery course. Students who fail classes in this manner must still
report to the class failed and complete all work assigned to be eligible for any available
credit-recovery options. Unexcused absences from any class for which credit has been denied
will be considered a waiver of the student’s right to credit recovery options for that class. Such
options will be detailed by the Dean of Academic Seniors denied credit due to insufficient
attendance in courses required for graduation will not receive their diploma and may not be
permitted to participate in any commencement events until all necessary course recovery has
been completed.

Making-Up Work and Missed Assessments
Students with excused absences may make up work that has been missed during the period of
absence. If a student misses any assignments or assessments due to an excused absence, it is the
student’s responsibility  to make arrangements with their teacher for completing missed
assignments.. The number of excused days determines the amount of time a student will be
granted to submit missed assignments and make up assessments. Weekend and holidays count as
days for missed work. For example, a student that is absent on Wednesday and Thursday returns
to school on Friday. This student has been absent for two days and will be granted Saturday and
Sunday to complete any missing work.

Students with unexcused absences are responsible for communicating with teachers regarding
any missed assignments or assessments upon return to school. The opportunity to make up work
and assessments and the according deadlines are at the discretion of the teacher and
administration.

Students that are found to have cut class may not make up work that has been missed during the
period of absence. These students may receive a grade of zero for all homework, tests, quizzes,
and other assignments due during the period of the unexcused absence. The school
administration, parent/guardian, and teachers will be notified of the class missed and appropriate
discipline action will be taken..

Attendance Records and Disputes
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Attendance records are tracked in the Dean’s office and through the ALMA
information system.It is the responsibility of the student to keep track of their own attendance
records, identify errors in attendance, and notify the relevant teacher within one week of the
disputed attendance record. Students may report attendance disputes to the Dean of Students only
after they have consulted with the course teacher.. Attendance records can only be changed in the
event of an error. For example, if a student was marked absent by mistake, the student was
attending a school-sponsored event, or any other incorrect attendance record for which
documentation can be provided.

Failure to notify the teacher and the Dean of Students within one week of the disputed attendance
record may result in the records remaining unchanged.

Medical notices submitted after one week of an absence will not be accepted to excuse an
absence.

Parental Requests for Early Dismissal
Parents wishing to have their child dismissed early must notify the school office via email by
12:00 PM on the day of the desired early dismissal. Parents/Guardians must sign the student out
in person before the student can be dismissed. Parents must notify the school if someone other
than themselves will be signing the student out. Student drivers that request to leave early must
also have a parent email the request to the main office or Dean’s office. Acceptance of early
dismissal requests will be limited to the following:

●     required visits to government agencies

●     mandated court appearances

●     family emergencies* or bereavement

●     drivers license testing

●     medical/dental appointments

●     other cases deemed appropriate by the administration

In all cases, students must return with valid documentation of their presence at the relevant
appointment or event. Students are limited to three (3) such early dismissal requests per year;
additional early dismissals by request will be deemed unexcused absences for all missed classes.
*In case of family emergency parents must sign their children out at the Main Office.

Please read the guidelines for signing a student out, detailed in the “Early Pick-Up” Section
of the handbook.

VIII. Textbooks, School Supplies, Uniforms

Textbooks
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Families may be asked to contribute to the textbook fund to defray costs for books.
Pioneer Academy will provide students with textbooks or e-books for each of their classes.
Teachers will keep a record of the books, their ISBN numbers and the condition in which they
were received. Each student should ensure that these books are not lost, stolen, damaged, or
defaced.

The condition of each textbook will be assessed at the end of the school year, If the book is
deemed unusable or damaged the student to whom it was assigned will be held financially
responsible for its repair or replacement.

School Supplies and class materials
The school’s various Academic Departments will provide lists of supplies students are required
to purchase for their respective classes prior to the start of the school year. These items can
include but are not limited to specific calculators, binders/notebooks, and consumable supplies
such as paper, pens/pencils, workbooks, et cetera. Students will be required to purchase these
materials and may be expected to secure them on their own.

Electronic devices as class materials
The school will only provide Chromebooks to grades K-8. High School students are required to
bring their own devices. Please review the “Bring Your own Device” policy detailed in the
Electronic device policy portion of the handbook.

Uniforms
Every Pioneer Academy student is required to arrive at school ready for the day. Uniforms
should be clean, ironed, and students should be presentable and neat. Any student that is
considered to be untidy or lacking in personal hygiene will be notified confidentially and will be
asked to prepare more adequately for school and a public space. The following guidelines are
required for all Middle and Upper School students.

Embroidery and school logo:
The school logo must be placed on all daily uniform tops, including polos, button-downs, and
sweaters. The logo is not necessary for Middle and Upper School Physical Education-PE
clothing. If you purchase through the Globalwear website, the option to embroider is provided
for you. If you purchase elsewhere, you can visit any vendor that provides the service to apply
the school’s logo onto a polo shirt or sweatshirt

Upper School (grades 9-12)
All uniform items must be in the correct style and color andmust have the school log
on them. The item should be well-fitted at the shoulders and waist.
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Uniform Item Required style Color Reference

Tops
With LOGO

Polos or Button-downs with
LOGO

Light Blue or
White with
LOGO

Bottoms (Pants) Chinos, straight-legged, or
dress pants
Not Permitted- Jeans,
joggers, sweatpants, legging
bell bottoms, cut-offs.

Khaki or Navy

Sweaters
With LOGO

Blazers, v-neck vests, v-neck
school sweaters, Front Zip
fleece, Front button
cardigan, front zipping
sweaters
Not Permitted: Pullovers
or outerwear. Oversized
sweaters with oversized
sleeves.

Navy

All Upper School students will be required to change for Physical Education class. Students
that do not change will be asked to sit out, and their grades will be negatively affected.

Students that do not participate properly are at risk of losing credits for the class and not
meeting graduation requirements.

Physical Education T-Shirts or sports shirts and
sweatpants/joggers,
basketball shorts.

Closed and safe footwear
Not permitted- Leggings,
tank tops.

The school logo is not
necessary.

Blue, Grey,
Black, White,
or solid blue.
Not permitted:
Logos or other
colors

Alternative Options for Students requesting modest options
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Upper School students requesting a more modest top may purchase these items from
other retailers. These items are made to be longer and loose-fitting. There is no reason
to order larger sizes. Similar items can be purchased by our families from other vendors
if they wish; however, they must closely resemble what is seen here, and they must
have the logo embroidered on the left side. Pull-over sweaters or oversized clothing will
not be permitted as part of the uniform. Links to the items are listed here:

Middle School (grades 5-8)
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All uniform items must be the correct style and color andmust have the school
log on it. The item should be well-fitted at the shoulders and waist.

Uniform Item Required style Color Reference

Tops (Shirts and
blouses)
With LOGO

Polos White or
Royal blue

Bottoms (Pants) Chinos, straight-legged, or
dress pants
Not Permitted- Jeans,
joggers, sweatpants,
legging bell bottoms,
cut-offs

Navy

Sweaters
With LOGO

Blazers, V-neck vests,
v-neck school sweater,
Front Zip fleece, Front
button cardigan, front
zipping sweaters
Not Permitted: Pullovers
or outerwear. Oversized
sweaters with oversized
sleeves.

Navy

All Middle School students will be required to change for Physical education classes.
Students that do not change will be asked to sit out, and their grades will be negatively

affected. Students that do not participate properly are at risk of failing PE.

Physical
Education

T-Shirts or sports shirts
and sweatpants/joggers
Not permitted- Leggings,
tank tops, cut-off shorts.

Closed and safe footwear.

School logo is not
necessary.

Blue, Grey,
Black, White,
or solid blue.
Not
permitted:
Logos or
other colors
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K-12 Facial hair, makeup, and accessories:
Students are required to arrive at school clean-shaven. No facial hair is permitted except in cases
where medical permission is granted by the Dean of Students.

Only natural hair colors are permitted. Browns, blonde, blacks, and neutral reds are permitted.
Students’ hairstyles should always be appropriate for their participation in school activities
where they are representing our school in an appropriate and professional/ academic manner.

Make-up, nails, and accessories must all be appropriate for a school setting. Excessively long
nails, large jewelry or distracting make-up will not be permitted. The administration reserves the
right to ask a student to remove or adjust any clothing, make up, or accessory that is deemed
unsafe or distracting. Accessories and personal care should not distract students from learning.
Makeup and personal styling are to be applied at home, prior to the start of the day, not during
the school day.

Uniform Infractions: Uniform policies will be implemented the first day of
school. Students that arrive to school without a proper uniform will be
addressed as follow, even if the uniform infraction is remedied.

1st Offense Verbal and recorded warning

2nd Offense Infractions notice + Parent notification

3rd Offense Infraction notice + Parent Notification
Students will be asked to change into an acceptable
uniform that is either brought to them by a parent or is
borrowed from the Dean’s office. These uniforms are
clean and stored in the event that they are needed.

4th- Offense
Student will be asked to change into an acceptable
uniform that is either brought to them by a parent or is
borrowed from the Dean’s office. These uniforms are
clean and stored in the event that they are needed.

- A parent conference will be requested and the
appropriate disciplinary action will be taken. This
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may include detentions, suspensions and meetings
with the school’s life coach.

IX. Safety and Security

Security Video Surveillance
While attending Pioneer Academy, students can expect to be under security video surveillance on
school grounds. Camera coverage circumnavigates the entire building/grounds and are at key
positions inside the building itself. Students will be monitored by video throughout the day and
will be recorded in case the need for playback arises. Be aware that these videos may be used as
evidence in a court of law. The objective of Pioneer Academy is to maintain a safe school in a
safe environment. Any activities interfering with peace, safety, tranquility, and the pursuit of
academic success are unacceptable at Pioneer Academy.

Unauthorized Presence
Please note that attendance is a safety and security issue. The school is responsible for all
students while they are on campus; students are expected and required to be in their scheduled or
designated locations at all times. There will be no exceptions to this rule; failure to comply will
result in disciplinary action.

Security and Health Personnel
All students are expected to comply with the legal orders of safety personnel, security personnel,
and health personnel (security guards, nursing staff, Dean of Students, Dorm Director, etc.) at all
times. Failure to comply with the directions of security and health personnel may exacerbate
existing dangers or health concerns exposing individuals to unnecessary risk or injury. All
instances of this behavior will be considered serious infractions and may lead to suspension or
expulsion. In the case of safety being compromised due to failure to follow directions, students
may be subject to arrest and/or prosecution in a court of law.

Parent/ Guardian Authorization & Consent Form
As parents/ guardians, we give our full authorization and permission for our child to participate
in all clubs and activities at Pioneer Academy's (hereinafter referred to as the “School") facilities
on and off school premises and further give our consent to school administrators to provide
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transportation and participate in clubs, trips, and activities for our child.

We give school administrators our permission to act on behalf of us in making decisions
pertaining to our child’s education, including permission to participate in co-curricular activities.
We understand that participation in the clubs, trips, co-curricular and other School activities
involve risks, injuries, hazards, accidents, and dangers, including, but not limited to, risks of
travel by ground transportation and all other types of transportation. We understand and
acknowledge that these risks, injuries, hazards, accidents, and dangers may impact our child’s
health and personal safety, including loss of personal property, personal injury, or death. We give
our consent for medical treatment to be provided by the school nurse or by medical institutions
under the sole supervision of the School. We understand that school cannot and does not assume
responsibility for any such personal injuries, death, or property damage.

We hereby assume full responsibility and liability for any expenses, damages, or medical
expenses to our child or his/her personal property resulting from his/her participation or
involvement in any clubs, curricular or extracurricular activities. We further agree to agree to
release, defend, hold harmless and indemnify, defend, hold harmless and indemnify the School
from any liability for any such actions.

We remain financially responsible for all personal expenses of our child such as traveling
expenses, living expenses (in case of boarding students), or any medical expenses such as
accidents, illnesses, injuries, immunizations, etc. provided to the minor. We hereby agree and
understand that we will promptly pay any invoice for the cost of such care.

We understand that if the student is a resident within the dorms, they agree to comply with all of
the school rules stated in this handbook as well as the regulations within the dormitory handbook
provided to them when registered as a dorm student.

We hereby agree to indemnify, defend and hold harmless the School, collectively and
individually and its Board of Trustees, employees, officers, directors, agents, successors,
volunteers, and assignees from any and all liability, loss, damage, or expense, including
attorney’s fees which arise out of, occur during, or are in any way connected with our child’s acts
or participation in all co-curricular and other school activities, any related or independent travel,
any activities or field trips, irrespective of whether they are sponsored, supervised or controlled
by the School.

We agree that this form is to be construed and governed under the laws of the State of New
Jersey, U.S.A. without reference to its choice of law rules. Our signature of the Student/ Parent
Handbook indicates that we have read and understood this form and that we agree to everything
stated in the statement above. We further state the school has made that no representations,
statements, or inducements, oral or written, apart from the foregoing written statement, to us.

Harassment, Intimidation, Bullying
New Jersey State Law generally defines harassment, intimidation, and bullying as any type of
communication or contact that a reasonable person should know, under the circumstances, would
have the effect of physically or emotionally harming a student or damaging a student’s property,
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or placing a student in reasonable fear of emotional harm or physical harm to his/her person or
damage to his/her property.

Sexual harassment, physical assault, emotional abuse, threats, blackmail, isolation and/or
ostracization, and any other actions that serve to create a hostile environment for any individual
is both unlawful, against school regulations, and harmful for both the perpetrator and the victim.

Those who bully may be subject to criminal charges and psychological harm, the impact of
bullying goes far beyond the individuals directly involved. The victims of both physical bullying
and emotional bullying may undergo intense psychological stress. This stress may result in
long-term psychological disorders, self-harm, suicide, or potentially deadly attacks on others.
These responses can manifest in even the youngest of bullying victims. Some research even
suggests that more than half of all upper school shootings are committed by students who were
bullied.

Bullying and/or harassment of any student and/or staff member will not be tolerated under any
circumstances, whether or not the actions occur on school grounds, during school times, at
school functions. To clarify, actions taken outside of school times and off school property will
still be subject to school disciplinary and/or lawful actions if they constitute bullying and/or
harassment of any PA student and/or staff member.

Bullying and/or Harassment are defined as:

Any unwanted and/or repeated written, verbal, electronic, or physical behavior, including, but not
limited to, threatening, insulting, and/or dehumanizing acts by a student that is severe and pervasive
enough to create an intimidating, hostile or offensive educational environment; cause discomfort or
humiliation, or unreasonably interfere with the individual’s school performance or participation. Severe
and pervasive behavior will be determined by the principal.

Prohibited acts may include, but are not limited to an oral, written communication or electronic
communication, act of violence, threat of violence, or harassment based on actual or perceived race,
color, national origin, gender, disability, sexual orientation, religion, any other category protected by
State or Federal law or other distinguishing characteristics of a student that is directed at one or more
students and/or staff member; substantially interferes with educational opportunities or educational
programs of the targeted student(s); or adversely affects the ability of a student(s) to participate in or
benefit from the school's educational programs or activities by placing that student(s) in reasonable fear
of emotional or physical harm, or because the conduct as perceived by the student(s) is objectively
offensive.

This policy includes, but is not limited to, using social media and/or texting to harass, demean,
and/or embarrass another student at ANY time as it interferes with their right to learn in a safe
environment free from distractions. Name-calling, derogatory comments, and/or initiating or
spreading rumors, which demean, embarrass, and/or question the personal choices of another
student(s) and/or staff member are considered bullying and/or harassment.

It is a student’s duty and responsibility to report any such bullying and/or harassment actions to the
Dean of Students or Guidance Department, or any faculty member if they become aware of them
and/or are a witness to them. All reports will be kept confidential and investigated promptly and
thoroughly.

Consequences: For the safety of all our students, any student reported to be in violation of
HIB policies may be removed from the class or separated from classmates while the
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administration looks into the matter. These consequences are guidelines which may be
modified depending upon the severity of the offense(s) and the student’s past disciplinary
record.

1st Offense: Parents/Guardians contacted. Discipline will be applied at the discretion of
the administration. Consequences can include up to three days of suspension and
mandatory attendance of an anti-bullying workshop. .

2nd Offense: Parents/Guardians will be contacted; possible expulsion, possible
prosecution

Pioneer academy will not permit any form of harassment, intimidation, or bullying by anybody at
any time. Anyone witnessing harassment, intimidation, or bullying, whether by students, staff, or
faculty, should immediately report it to the Dean of Students or Guidance office. Pioneer
Academy will investigate any reports of harassment, intimidation, or bullying, and to take
immediate action to stop the victimization of its students. This may result in requirements for
counseling, suspension, expulsion, and/or involvement of law enforcement.

Search and Seizure
Periodically, lockers, dormitory rooms, classrooms, and other school areas of school grounds,
facilities, and property may be checked and searched randomly and without suspicion. Other
school resources (including network activity, access, and usage records) used by students may
also be searched periodically without suspicion. Additionally, students’ belongings (including
automobiles, backpacks, wallets, clothes, and other personal belongings, et cetera) may be
searched by a school official if the official has reasonable suspicion that such a search will result
in evidence that a student has violated a law or a school rule. Items that are prohibited on school
property, or which may be used to disrupt or interfere with the educational process may be
removed from the student by school authorities or law enforcement. Parents and students must
note that with reasonable suspicion, the school may also search contents of students’ personal
electronic devices, including, but not limited to cell phones, notebook computers, or other
communication and/or data storage devices.

As with all areas of school grounds, student lockers, desks, dormitories, and parking lots, are
property of the school; they and all items inside them are subject to search by school officials,
and in some cases, by law enforcement. Students shall not bring, keep, conceal, use, or maintain
any prohibited articles or materials on school property or at school events; students shall not
assist with the transportation, concealment, use, or maintenance of any prohibited articles or
materials on school property or at school events.

Lockers & Personal Property
Students should have no expectation of privacy of anything maintained in lockers and school
officials may search them at any time with our without suspicion. Please note that the school is
not responsible for the loss of personal property, including books, clothing, or valuables, left in
lockers or desks. Students are required to keep their lockers locked at all times. The school
provides combination lockers to facilitate this. However, in some cases students may be required
to purchase their own locks; in such instances, combinations and/or copies of keys to all student
locks must be provided to the authorized school personnel prior to use. Failure by a student to
provide lock combinations or keys to the appropriate school personnel may result in the lock
being cut from the student’s locker. Students must not provide lock combinations or keys to any
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individuals other than authorized school personnel.

Unattended Items
Students may not leave personal belongings unattended. Any items found unattended will be
subject to confiscation, disposal, placement in lost and found, or referral to law enforcement. A
large number of unattended items greatly increases the difficulty of identifying suspicious or
dangerous items. Students consistently leaving his/her belongings unattended will be subject to
severe disciplinary action.

Lost and Found
The school is not responsible for lost items or student property; however, the school has
designated a place for lost items to be brought for reclamation by the owners. Lost items are
defined as any items found unattended anywhere on school grounds. You may come to the main
reception area to request to search the lost and found box during school hours. Unclaimed items
will be discarded, donated, or re-used by the school. The lost and found box will be emptied
every 1st and 15th day of the month. No items will be stored during the winter, spring, or summer
recess. All items, including clothing supplies and any items brought by a student to school, must
be labeled in order to minimize any potential loss. Pioneer Academy is not responsible for any
items lost or discarded, donated or re-used as outlined above.
Please take any found or unclaimed items and place those in the designated area.

Maintaining Updated Family Information
It is the responsibility of parents to notify the school of any changes in employment, address,
phone numbers, care and/or custody arrangements, and any other important information
regarding their child or family situation. All aforementioned informational changes must be
completed in writing and submitted to the front office.
Please, also, consult with school personnel should any problems arise concerning your child,
whether at home, school, or at PA.

EMERGENCY PROTOCOLS

Fire, lockdown, evacuation, and weather related drill instructions will be discussed with each
class during the first week of the semester. Students will be required to understand and follow
these instructions as proper adherence to them may save their lives. Instructions will be posted
on a bulletin board in each teacher's room. Students should be familiar with the assigned drill
areas. Every classroom will be provided a safety folder outlining the protocol.
Fire & Evacuation Drills
Fire and evacuation drills are designed to prepare students for emergency situations and prevent
confusion, injury, and loss of life. Such drills will be carried out regularly. When the alarm is
sounded for a fire drill or evacuation drill, everyone is required to respond in a prompt and
orderly manner, leaving the school building by a prescribed route as directed by the teachers.
During the winter months, it is recommended that students wear their Pioneer Academy uniform
sweaters, should drills or actual emergencies occur. The following rules must be followed during
fire drills and actual fire emergencies:

● Do not talk from the time the alarm is sounded until you have returned to your room
or place of instruction.

● Form orderly lines as instructed.
● Move quickly; Do not push or run.
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● Meet unusual situations with calmness and clear thinking.
● In case an exit is blocked, proceed in orderly formation to the next nearest exit.
● In the event of smoke, stay low to the floor.
● The first students who pass through an exit will hold the doors open.

Lockdown Drills
In the unlikely event of an intrusion or security breach, the school must be prepared to keep
students as safe as possible. Lockdown drills will be staged regularly for this purpose. Specific
instructions will be given to students regarding lockdown procedures. Please consult the
Administration for further details. In the event of an actual lockdown, your peers are depending
upon you to reduce the danger and likelihood of injury or death. Failure to pay attention, to take
seriously, and apply the procedures may lead to a tragic loss of limb, ability, and death.

X. Health and Medical Policies

Immunization Requirements
All immunizations must be completed by the 1st day of attendance. All students must meet the
NJ State Immunization Requirements, Chapter 14 of the State Sanitary Code. The school is
required to maintain official school records indicating:

● DTP Vaccine (diphtheria and tetanus toxoid and pertussis vaccine)
● Tdap Vaccine (Boostrix or Adacel)—Required for students born on or after Jan 1st

1998
● Polio Vaccine
● Measles Vaccine
● Rubella Vaccine
● Mumps Vaccine
● Hepatitis B Vaccination Series
● Varicella Vaccine or documented proof of disease—Required for students born on or

after Jan1st 1999
● Meningococcal (Menactra) Vaccine. Required for students age 11 or older born on or

after Jan 1st 1998
The school nurse will review records annually and advise students of deficiencies or updated
requirements. Students transferring into a public school must submit documentation of
compliance with the law in the form of official school records, records from a public health
department, or a certificate signed by a licensed doctor.
Failure to comply with these requirements may result in the exclusion of the student from school
until the time that the immunization requirements have been fulfilled.

Note that Pioneer Academy will no longer accept religious exemptions as an excuse for not
having vaccinations. All students must be vaccinated unless the student presents proof that
vaccinations will be indisputably detrimental to her/his physical health. An official
board-certified physician’s note must be provided at the time of enrollment, listing each
school-required vaccination that will cause a physical health crisis for the student. Any
school-required vaccinations not listed on the physician’s note must be completed prior to
attendance at Pioneer Academy.
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Please be aware that regardless of medical exemptions, students not fully vaccinated may, at the
school’s discretion, be excluded from classes or campus to protect the health of the other students
and personnel.

Additional Recommended Vaccines
Pioneer Academy strongly recommends that all students receive additional vaccinations for the
following:

● meningitis B
● influenza (multi-valent)
● HPV
● Covid-19 (Please read Covid-19 addendum)

Nurse Visits
Any student wishing to visit the nurse must be given permission from their teacher. If the student
is too ill or injured to go to the Office of the Dean of Students, the student must call or have
another person notify the Dean of Students immediately. If the Dean of Students is unavailable,
the student (or her/his proxy) must report to the Vice-Principal or Principal to request permission
to visit the nurse.

Excused nurse visits are limited to 6 (six) per year; additional visits to the nurse will be
unexcused unless initiated by the nurse, administration, or by a board-certified doctor.
In certain cases, if the student feels unable to walk without assistance, the student may enlist
assistance to go directly to the nurse; if travel to the nurse is not possible, the nurse will go to
attend to the affected student.

Medical Emergencies
If an injured/ill person requires serious medical attention (extreme illness or symptoms, severe
injury, loss of consciousness, delirium, et cetera), immediately notify a staff member or DIAL
911 and tell emergency services to send an ambulance to:

164 Totowa Road, Wayne, NJ 07470

If a Pioneer Academy staff member had not been notified before dialing 911, notify the nurse, an
administrator or staff member immediately.

Health, Illness & Injury Policy
Parents will be contacted immediately via phone regarding major injuries requiring professional
medical attention. Minor injuries, such as, bumps, scrapes, and bruises will be reported on the
minor injury form sent home with the student for a parent signature.
Students will not be accepted nor allowed to remain at PA if they have contagious symptoms
such as, but not limited to, those listed in the table below under the ‘Exclude If:’ column.

EXCLUDE IF: READMIT IF:

1. Temperature of 101ºF orally, or 99ºF axillaries,
or higher.

1. Free of fever for 24 hours without the aid of
medication.
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2. Temperature of 101ºF orally, or 99ºF auxiliary
or higher, plus one of the following: a) severe
cold with yellow-green nasal discharge b) cough
c) sore throat d) sneezing e) swollen glands, or f)
skin rash.

2. a) Free of fever for 24 hours and b) Note is
required from a physician or nurse practitioner
stating that the child is not communicable.

3. Red, watery, or draining eye(s). 3. All discharge has ceased.

4. Drainage from the ear(s). 4. a) All drainage from the ear(s) has ceased, or
b) Note is required from a physician or nurse
practitioner stating that the child is not
communicable.

5. Lice. 5. After treatment, free of lice and nits.

6. Skin lesions, i.e., impetigo, ringworm, and
scabies.

6. a) Skin sores are healed, or b) Note is required
from a physician or nurse practitioner stating that
the child is not communicable.

7. Vomiting. 7. Free of upset stomach and vomiting for 24
hours.

8. Diarrhea (2 or more loose, watery stools per
day).

8. Diarrhea free for 24 hours.

9. Fainting. Seizures. or general signs of
listlessness, weakness, drowsiness, flushed face,
headache, or stiff neck.

9. a) Free of symptoms, or b) Note is required
from a physician or nurse practitioner stating that
the child is

not communicable.

10. Fever with any signs and symptoms of a
communicable disease to which the child has
been exposed.

10. Free of fever for 24 hours.

11. Any combination of symptoms for
consecutive days of attendance.

11. Free of symptoms.

Under no circumstances is a sick student to attend PA. Students should be allowed to recover
fully in the comfort of their own homes. If you are unable to remain home with your student, it is
your responsibility to make alternate childcare arrangements.
If a student becomes ill or displays potentially contagious symptoms, parents will be notified by
phone to come and pick up their child. Further, if the illness becomes a medical emergency, then
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911 will be contacted and the student will be transported to the nearest emergency room.
It is not possible to prevent the spread of all illnesses. However, minimizing exposure and
employing good hygienic practices at both school and home are means by which we can limit the
problem and the resulting inconvenience to everyone. Accordingly, for the benefit of all
involved, the following policies will be strictly enforced.

Students who have exhibited ANY symptoms of infectious illness within the 24 hours before the
beginning of the school day are likely to be contagious and should remain at home.

Examples of illness associated symptoms include, but are not limited to, fever of 101 F measured
orally, nausea vomiting, diarrhea, sore throat, loss of voice, hacking or continuous coughing,
yellow or green drainage from the nose, drainage from eyes or ears, a rash or head lice.

PA reserves the right to determine whether a student should remain at home, is permitted to stay,
or permitted to return to school when illness is a consideration. A doctor’s note giving
permission for a student to return to school may be requested. Parents of students who become ill
during the day will be promptly notified and are expected to make arrangements for their child to
be picked up immediately. The sick student will, if possible, be isolated to minimize other
student’s exposure to the illness. If the parent and/or guardian cannot be reached, the individual
designated as the emergency contact will be notified.
Please let the school know if your child has been diagnosed with a contagious illness. A notice
will be shared with families of potentially affected students within the school, letting them know
that their child has been exposed to a contagious illness/disease. For confidentiality reasons, the
name of the child with the confirmed illness will not be released.
Common colds and allergies should not, unless causing the child to feel too uncomfortable,
prohibit attendance. It is our policy to have conditions that encourage cleanliness and good
health practices among both staff and students.

Head Lice Policy
This policy outlines the roles and responsibilities of the PA staff should a case of head lice
occurs. All members of PA will work cooperatively and collaboratively to assist families to
manage head lice effectively.
At PA there is a commitment to do this in the following ways:
• Where an active case is detected, the school encourages immediate treatment and students may
return to school after appropriate treatment was commenced and the headlice issue is resolved.
• The principal or their nominee will contact the family to ask that a student be checked and
receive treatment if necessary.
• Parents/caregivers will notify the school if their child is found to have live lice or nits (eggs)
and advise when appropriate treatment was commenced.
• The school will notify parents/caregivers of children in a classroom when a case of head lice is
detected, to alert these families of the need to check their children.
• Once notified of the possibility of head lice exposure, all families will check at home the hair of
all household members for live lice or nits. They will aim to use a head lice comb, for greater
accuracy, and they will use an effective treatment if necessary.
• Families should notify the parents/caregivers of their child’s friends where appropriate, so they
have an early opportunity to detect and treat their children if necessary.
• Afflicted students will either bring a certificate or note from their doctor/head lice removal
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specialist stating that the condition has been resolved and/or the student’s head may be checked
by a PA staff member prior to their returning to the classroom to ensure that the matter has been
resolved.
• A sympathetic attitude will be maintained by the entire school community to avoid
stigmatizing/blaming families who are experiencing difficulty with control measures. To support
parents/caregivers and the broader school community to achieve a consistent, collaborative
approach to head lice management, PA will undertake to:
• Distribute up-to-date and accurate information on the detection, treatment, and control of
headlice to students, staff, and their families at the beginning of the year or more frequently if
required.
• Provide practical advice, maintain a sympathetic attitude and avoid stigmatizing/blaming
families who are experiencing difficulty with control measures.
• Access community educational resources and support, such as community health centers.
• Encourage children to learn about head lice to help remove any stigma or other negative
experiences associated with the issue.
• Be aware of real difficulties, such as a treatment failure, that some parents/caregivers may
encounter and seek extra support from community health centers if required.
• Continue to seek opportunities to increase our understanding of and response to managing head
lice.
NOTE: If multiple head lice cases are found in a short timeframe, an entire classroom may have
a blanket head inspection or head lice screening by school staff. If this were to become
necessary, PA staff would take precautions to respect the privacy and maintain confidentiality for
each student.

Medication Policy -Over the Counter Medications
Aspirin, Tylenol, Neosporin, and other patient over-the-counter drugs are not available through
PA. Should you wish for your child to have access to these medications, you must sign an
‘Authorization to Administer Medication Form’ and leave a supply with the nurse.

Prescription Medications
For the safety and health of students, Pioneer Academy requires written notification annually or
as specified by the physician (if more frequently) of all medicines students intend to bring and
use at the school. It is the full responsibility of the parents to ensure that the medication has been
provided and the proper form completed. Parents/Guardians must fill out a medical form and
submit it to the nurse for processing. Prescription medicines and over-the-counter (OTC)
medicines must be approved by the nurse and the administration to ensure legality, proper
dissemination, and proper observance of safety protocols. All such medicines must be kept in the
Nurse’s office unless otherwise specified.

Administration of Prescription Medications
The medication to be administered by designated school personnel must be sent directly from the
pharmacy or physician’s office or brought to school by the student’s parent/guardian. The school
must receive an ‘Authorization to Administer Medication Form’ signed by the student’s
physician and/or parent/guardian.
The following information must be printed clearly on the medication container:
● Student’s Name
● Name of the medication
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● Dosage
● Time the medication must be taken.
Bring in only the amount of medication that is needed for a school day. In the case of prolonged
need, send in the amount for a clearly specified period. Written authorization to dispense
medications shall be limited to two weeks unless otherwise prescribed by a physician.
Medication shall only be dispensed out of its original container, which must be labeled with the
child’s name. Extra medication will not be sent home with a student. All medication will be kept
in a secure location in the clinic and/or front office.

Self-Administration of Medication
As a general rule, students are not allowed to carry any medication with them in school.
However, students may carry and administer their medication if both of the following conditions
are met:
● It is warranted by a potentially life-threatening condition and advised by their physician AND
● An ‘Authorization to Carry Inhaler, EpiPen, Insulin or Other Approved Medicine Form’ is on
file in the office signed by the student’s parents and the physician.

Epi-Pen Policy:
If your child has an allergy that may require the use of an Epi-pen, PA will require their own
Epi-pen kept on-site, which will be provided by the parent or guardian. If your child would
require the use of the Epi-pen while in attendance the following steps will be taken:
1. The Epi-pen would be injected by a staff member.
2. 911 would be called after the Epi-pen is injected.
3. The parent or guardian would then be contacted and given further information.

Medication Storage and Administration
Medication should not be brought to school unless it is essential to the health of the student. If a
student must take medicine at school, these procedures must be followed:
PA requests that all medication be delivered directly to the nurse and that proper documentation
is completed. Medications are kept in the nurse’s office in an area that can be locked at all times.
PA will not store nor administer any medication that has not been delivered by the
parent/guardian with properly completed accompanying documentation.
Expired medication will not be kept on site. All expired medication will be returned directly to a
parent/guardian, or discarded if not picked up by June 30th at the end of the academic year.. It is
the responsibility of parents/guardians to supply PA with non-expired medication and properly
completed accompanying documentation in order to administer any prescription or
non-prescription medication on site.

Written Permission and Instructions
PA staff shall give or apply medication, both prescription and non-prescription, only with prior
written permission and written instructions from a parent/guardian. PA staff shall comply with
the instructions provided by the parent. Medication shall be in the original container, stored
according to instructions, clearly labeled for a named child, and returned to the parent when no
longer needed. The dosage will not exceed that which is printed on the label. Expired medication
shall not be given or applied to a child and shall be returned to the parent.

Delivery of Medication: Any PA nursing staff that gives or applies medication shall ensure the
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the following:
1. The right drug;
2. The right recipient;
3. The right dose;
4. By the right route;
5. At the right time;

Report to Parents: Any error in the giving or applying of medication shall be reported to the
parent.

Parental Responsibility: Parents or any licensed health care professional shall determine if PA
nursing staff are competent to give or apply medication. The administration has the responsibility
to assess the ability of staff to give or apply medication safely.

Medication Log: PA has a designated medication binder in the nurse office for all children
enrolled receiving medication. The information within t
he binder is kept confidential. For each child receiving medication, there must be an
“Authorization For Medication” form completed in its entirety signed by a parent or guardian.
The log recording the administration of medication will be located on the back of this form. A
notation on the log will be made if an adverse reaction to over-the-counter and/or prescribed
medication occurs. Parents will be contacted immediately via phone regarding a major adverse
reaction to medication requiring professional medical attention. Minor adverse reactions, such as
slight redness will be reported on the minor adverse medication reporting form sent home with
the student for a parent signature.
If a prescription medication is to be given on an “as needed” basis, a note from a licensed
healthcare professional indicating that PA can administer the medication on an “as needed” basis
is required. Medication log forms are required to be updated with each medication (type, dose,
route, and/or time of administration is modified).

Unusual Circumstances: There must be a written statement from the licensed health care
professional who prescribed medication allowing the provider to give the medication when:
1. Any prescription medication is given or applied as needed (PRN); or
2. By route other than oral, topical, inhalant, or installation.

Confidentiality: Any PA staff who gives or applies medication shall not disclose information
about that child’s medication unless such information is needed to protect the health of other
children or staff.

First Aid Kit
First Aid supplies are located in the nurse’s office stored in areas that can be locked at all times.
The following first aid supplies are available at all times: scissors, tweezers, thermometer,
bandages, sterile gauze pads, medical tape, protective eyewear, protective mask, insect sting
preparation, antibacterial ointment, antiseptic cleaning solution, cold packs, triangular bandages,
and gloves.

Allergies and Latex Gloves
Any family whose student has a medical allergy should notify the school nurse of the
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allergy and plan for care accordingly. These include allergies to substances, foods, or
medicines, Latex gloves are worn by staff when administering first aid. Please inform the front
office staff and your child’s teacher and indicate on your child’s registration form if your child
has a latex allergy.

Hand washing:
All PA staff shall wash hands before giving or applying any medication. If handling any bodily
fluids is involved, PA staff must also wear gloves and wash hands after giving or applying
medication.

XI. Resources, Transportation, School Grounds, and Facilities

Pioneer Academy is first and foremost an educational institution. The school facilities, inside and
out, must be respected as such. Breaking and entering, trespassing, vandalism, defacement, theft
of school property, accessing and/or manipulating administrative/faculty data and networks are
crimes. Pioneer Academy reserves the right to seek compensation for correction, repair or
replacement due to criminal activity and to notify the local police department of suspected
perpetrators. Please note that convictions may carry severe penalties, including fines, jail time,
and deportation.

Identification Cards
Pioneer Academy will provide a designated time and place for students to take ID photos and the
school will provide each enrolled student with an Upper School ID. Students are required to have
their photos taken for their student ID cards. These IDs are to be used as proof of enrollment and
identification as an upper school student. Any student who fails to comply with school
requirements will be disciplined accordingly.

Middle & Upper School Student Pick-up and Drop-off
Pick-ups and drop-offs are at the South Entrance unless posted otherwise. Traffic patterns, signs,
and speed limits should be observed at all times.

Drop-Off and Pick-Up Procedures K-12
K-12 students should be dropped off in the designated area appropriate for their class as directed
by the school administration per written guidelines. When picking a student up at dismissal time,
please use the driveway at the front of the building. Any student will not be allowed to enter or
leave school without being escorted by the parent(s), a person authorized by parent(s), or facility
personnel.

After-school care parents must come into the building in the evening when picking their children
up and escort them from the building. If the person picking up a child appears to be under the
influence of alcohol or drugs, another authorized person will be called to pick up both the child
and adult.
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If there is a Court Order keeping one parent or guardian away from the child, PA must have a
copy of the Court Order on file otherwise we cannot prevent the non-custodial parent from
picking up the child.

Early Pick-Up
The school receptionist MUST be notified by 12:00 PM if a student is to be picked up early. No
student may be picked up between 2:45 and 3:00 pm except in emergency situations.

● To be considered “in attendance” for a school day, a student must be present for at least
one-half of the school day (four class periods). Students leaving school before meeting that
requirement will be considered absent for the day.
●Any student that leaves early must be signed out at the front desk by a parent. If the parent is
not present a parent notification is necessary for the student to be signed out by a designated
driver. Student drivers also need parent permission to sign themselves out. If a student required a
private ride-share, parent permission is required and a school representative will accompany the
student tot the vehicle.

Late Pick-Up & Penalty Fees
For day students not signed up for after-school study hall, a late fee of $5.00 will be charged to
parents failing to pick up their children within five minutes of the end of dismissal time. For
pick-ups times that are more five minutes late, another $1.00 will be charged for each additional
minute that parents are late to pick their children up. Students not enrolled in after-school study
hall must be picked up at dismissal time. Habitual late pick-up will require a parent meeting with
administration.

Pick-up by Non-Parent/Guardian
Parents wishing to have their children transported by another non-parent/guardian must complete
and sign the “Alternative Pick Up” form with the name, telephone number, and ID of the person
designated to transport the student. The same form may be used to provide permission for the
student to be transported by taxicab or by another transportation service, though only for school
arrival and dismissal. Use of private or commercial transportation services for times other than
arrival and dismissal require prior written notification from parents or guardians. For dormitory
students, permission for any non-school transportation must be provided in writing by the
parent/guardian and approved in writing by the Dormitory Director, as outlined in the Dormitory
Student Handbook.

School Buses, School Transportation Vehicles, Student Vehicles
School Buses and School Transportation Vehicles are provided for the convenience of students
and parents who may not have other means of transportation to and from the school and
school-related events. Safety while using school transportation is the number one priority of
Pioneer Academy. Students must maintain proper behavior at all times while utilizing this school
resource as improper behavior may cause breaches in safety protocol and lead to serious injury
or death. Disciplinary consequences and loss of transportation privileges may also result.

At the Bus Stops
● Arrive at the bus stop 10 minutes earlier than the pick-up time.
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● Stay out of the street.
● Do not engage in horseplay or rambunctious activity as cars will be passing

by.
● No harassment, bullying, or fighting.
● Stay off of any private property.
● Do not disturb nearby residents with excessive noise.
● Wait until the vehicle stops before approaching.
● Students waiting on the side opposite the bus/passenger door must wait until

the bus driver signals them to cross the street and enter on the right (not left)
side.

● Do not walk behind the school vehicle; always walk in front of the school
vehicle so the driver can see you.

● Enter and exit the vehicle in an orderly, single-file line.
● Never try to get anything under the vehicle; things can be replaced—you

cannot.
● Report any strange activity by students or strangers to the Main Office upon

arrival at school or by telephone upon arrival at home.

On School Buses/In School Vehicles
● Do not stand up or walk around.
● No eating or drinking.
● No tobacco products.
● Do not make excessive noise or distract the driver.
● No cursing, no use of obscene language or gestures.
● Do not place bags or other items in aisles.
● Do not extend any body parts outside vehicle windows.
● Do not throw things in the vehicle or out of the windows.
● Keep the vehicle clean; do not deface the vehicle and do not leave trash in the

vehicle.
● No harassment, bullying, or fighting.
● Do not exit via rear/emergency doors unless directed to by the driver or school

staff.
● Report any strange activity by students, bus drivers, or staff to the Main Office

upon arrival at school or by telephone upon arrival at home.

Bus and Bus Stop Misconduct
Failure to comply with rules of bus safety or disturbing others will incur disciplinary action.
Consequences:
1st Offense: Parents/Guardians will be contacted. Up to a two-day out-of-school suspension

2nd Offense: Parents/Guardians will be contacted. Up to a three-day out-of-school
suspension; bus privileges may be revoked; Possible expulsion.

Bus and or/ School Transportation Conduct
Conduct on a school bus and/or other school transportation during field trips and/or to
and from other school activities is expected to be the same as in the classroom. Any
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behavior that would not be permissible in the classroom is not permitted. Safety depends
on the skill of the driver and the ability to do his or her job without distractions.
Students will be permitted to carry books and other items related to schoolwork which
can be held in their lap. Sports equipment, animals, glass jars, and other objects that
might distract the driver or jeopardize students’ safety will not be transported.

Bus Conduct Rules:
1. Do follow any and all instructions of the driver.
2. No bullying
3. No profanity
4. No vandalism
5. No throwing objects
6. No physical violence
7. No eating or drinking
8. No unnecessary noise
9. No out-of-seat behavior
10. No disrespecting the bus driver
11. No changing clothes on the bus
12. No tampering with emergency doors
13. No placing of body parts outside of windows
14. No physical contact with others on the bus
15. No music without earphones.

Driving Privileges and Student Vehicles
Driving privileges may be granted only after eligible students have completed an application to
drive and park on the Pioneer Academy campus. Each application is subject to approval and each
student driver will meet with the Dean of students to review their driving application and
priveledges.Students who have the privilege of driving on campus must meet Pioneer Academy’s
expectations for safe and proper behavior and must register their vehicles with the Office of the
Dean of Students. For information on vehicle registration fees, see the Dean of Students. Please
note that seniors are given priority when driving privileges are granted. Unregistered vehicles
may be subject to fines and towed at the owner’s expense. Day students that drive to school are
expected to park in designated locations, where their cars should remain until they leave for the
day. Please observe the following rules:

● Senior day (12th Graders) and students qualified based on age with a pre-approval may
have driving privileges. Students who are not seniors may request to be considered for
an approval, with the sole approval by the Pioneer Academy.

● This is a privilege not a right that can be revoked at any time as deemed necessary.
● Students must hold a valid driving license, obey all of the state rules as outlined by the

DMV.
● Student drivers must submit their keys to the appropriate faculty member for the lenght
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of the school day
● Dorm students are not permitted to own a vehicle.
● Pioneer Academy is not responsible for any issues or liability arising from and

associated with driving a vehicle.
● Students must post their driving permit tags in their vehicles while their vehicle is on

campus.
● Transportation of any boarding student by either other boarding students or day students

without permission is strictly prohibited.
● Leaving campus for any reason prior to the end of the day without permission from the

Dean of Students or an appropriate administrator is prohibited and will result in the
suspension of campus driving and parking privileges.

● Students must park in the spaces designated for students ONLY. No students may park
their vehicles on campus overnight.

● Students who leave campus at the end of the school day may return to campus only
when necessary but must park again in their designated parking area. With the
exceptions of arrival and departure, driving around campus is not permitted and will
result in loss of driving privileges.

● Students may not loiter in vehicles or in the parking lot.
● Driving at speeds in excess of 15 mph or posted speeds is prohibited.
● All traffic patterns and traffic safety signs and notices must be observed and adhered to.
● Cars must be well-maintained and may not pose safety or pollution risks.
● Cars must be properly insured and registered with the NJ MVC and the PA Dean of

Students.
● Any violation of the above expectations may result in the revocation of on-campus

driving privileges and/or an appearance before the Discipline Committee.
For full guidelines and regulations for on-campus driving and parking, see the Office of the Dean
of Students. Students granted driving privileges must park their vehicles immediately upon
arriving on campus, promptly exit and lock their vehicles, and enter the school building.
Loitering inside or around parked vehicles is strictly prohibited for safety purposes.
The school reserves the right to revoke driving privileges, excessive tardiness, excessive
absence, poor conduct, poor academic performance, for improper vehicle operation, or for failure
to adhere to any on-campus driving guidelines.
Pioneer Academy does not recommend the purchase of vehicles by boarding students as they
may increase the potential for safety-related problems. Please note that no students may park
their vehicles on campus overnight. International students do not have the permission to drive
and it is in direct conflict with the school policy. All risk of not following the rules is the sole
responsibility of the student and his parents. Pioneer Academy does not bare a responsibility in
enforcing it especially off school premisses.

General Use of School Facilities and Rooms
All facilities in all areas of the school, including classrooms, recreational and fitness rooms, and
dormitory rooms, are governed by school rules and by the faculty and staff assigned to them.
Students are obligated to follow the rules the staff members set for the facilities and rooms,
including dining halls and cafeterias. Furniture must not be rearranged without faculty
permission, and may not be used in a manner inconsistent with the purpose of its construction.
Failure to follow school rules or heed the directives and warnings of staff and faculty will result
in disciplinary action.
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Classrooms
School classrooms are designed to be environments of learning. With the exception of water, no
food or drink, of any kind, including gum, is allowed in the classroom for any reason without
permission from the administration. Exceptions to this rule will usually coincide with special
school-wide events. Students are expected to utilize trash cans and refrain from leaving trash in,
on, or around desks or on the floor of the classroom. Students must also keep their belongings
with them at all times. Classrooms should not be used for the storage of student belongings.
Items left unattended in classrooms may be collected by sanitation, security, or other staff
members. Students may not disrupt classes to search classrooms for lost items.

Lockers
Lockers are provided as a convenience to students. Students should have no expectation of
privacy of anything stored in a locker and school officials may search lockers with or without
reasonable suspicion. Each student will be assigned a locker which must be kept clean, orderly,
and locked at all times. Students will receive locker numbers from the administrators. Students
are cautioned not to give out locker combinations to anyone since the locker is to be used only by
the individuals to whom it is assigned. Please note the following guidelines:

● Individual students are prohibited from utilizing lockers not assigned specifically to
them.

● Lockers must be closed and locked at all times with no locks pre-set to the
combination.

● Students jamming or otherwise disabling the locking mechanism of the lockers will
be subject to disciplinary action. Tampering with locking mechanisms may damage
or render the locker inoperable. This will incur fines to return the locker to operable
condition.

● Combinations must never be given to other students.
● Malfunctioning lockers must be reported to the Dean of Students immediately.
● Students allowing others access to their lockers not only violate school regulations

but also compromise their own security. Students are responsible for their own
valuables.

● Valuable items frequently brought to school (e.g., coats, jackets, calculators,
backpacks, etc.) should be marked in an inconspicuous place so that identification
may be swift and undeniably accurate. Indelible ink is best suited for this
purpose—not sewn-/ironed-on labels.

● Carrying large amounts of money to school is neither necessary nor recommended.
Talking about money in one’s possession or "flashing" bills is both dangerous and
irresponsible.

Students may have access to their lockers before homeroom, before and after lunch periods, and
after the last period of the day. Students found at their lockers at any other time risk tardiness and
may be subject to disciplinary action. It is the student’s responsibility to be prepared for classes
with the proper books, supplies, and homework at the appropriate times. "Forgotten" items may
not be retrieved during the class or in between classes. Teachers will not issue locker passes.
Please note that school officials reserve the right to inspect student lockers for contraband.
Students should be aware that their lockers may be checked at any time as detailed in the
Security section of this handbook.
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Lavatories
Pioneer Academy makes every effort to keep the lavatories and showers clean and sanitary.
Students are obligated to maintain proper decorum and hygiene in the lavatories by adhering to
the following rules:

1. Use only the restrooms which are designated for students.
2. Use only the restrooms which are designated for your grade.
3. Elementary school students must use the restrooms located in the lower school

section.
4. Middle school students must use the restrooms located in the main hall on the 1st

floor.
5. High School Students must use the restrooms located on the 2nd floor.
6. Flush toilets and urinals after use.
7. Do not intentionally clog toilets, urinals or sinks.
8. Place all used paper towels in trash receptacles and flush all used tissues down the

toilet. DO NOT leave paper of any kind on floors, toilets, or sinks.
9. Wash your hands with soap and water before leaving the lavatory.
10.Do not vandalize or damage lavatory facilities.
11. Report any damaged or non-working lavatory facility to the Main Office.

While the use of the lavatory during class time requires permission from the class instructor, use
between classes is permitted if it does not make the student tardy. Lavatories are not social halls;
students are not permitted to gather in or utilize the lavatories for any other purposes than that for
which they were designed. After using the facilities, students must wash their hands and return
immediately to their classes.

Hallways and Corridors
Students are expected to pass from class to class in an orderly manner. Running and/or horseplay
are not permitted as such actions may lead to injury and are subject to disciplinary action. Once
students have reached their classroom, they are to enter the room and remain there until the end
of class. No student is to leave the classroom without permission after the start of the period.

Food, Beverage & Treat Policies

School Meal Policy (Lunch & Daily Snacks)
Parents are responsible for providing a bagged lunch (or purchasing it from the New Line
Catering) and two snacks for grades K-2 and one snack for grades 3 and 4.

In grades 5-12 is is the families responsibility to register a student for a meal plan through NEw
LIne Catering or to provide a student with a bagged lunch or money to purchase a meal.

For grades k-4, If the child’s lunch does not meet the nutritional requirements necessary for
children or doe snot have a meal, the classroom teacher will assist in providing the student with a
meal. A parent may incur fees for this service when necessary. Lunches and snacks must be
labeled with the student’s first and last name. No swapping of home-prepared food between
students is permitted.
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PA suggests that the content of bagged lunches and snacks meet the following guidelines:
Meal Guidelines – Ages 1-12 Source: Child and Adult Care Food Program, USDA Food and
Nutrition Service Updated 9/25/00 www.nal.usda.gov/childcare/Cacfp/index.html

Student Snack Time
Snack time will be provided twice per day for grades K-2 and once for grades 3 and 4.
Depending on a grade’s specific lunchtime, they will receive either a morning or an afternoon
snack. Lunch and snack times vary, so classroom teachers will inform parents of their student’s
specific times.

Snacks during After-school Care
Time will be provided during the after-school care program for a late afternoon snack per
schedule.
If your student arrives after lunch or snack time, he/she will wait until the next meal or snack
time to eat. Students are encouraged to use this time to share their experiences with each other.
Manners are taught, reinforced, and practiced during this time as well.

Please list on the registration form any food allergies your child may have. If your child needs a
special diet, the parent is responsible for supplying the proper food and informing PA staff in
writing. If a student is consistently refusing to eat during mealtimes, parents will be informed.

Cafeteria Rules
Maintenance of the Pioneer Academy Dining Hall is the responsibility of everyone who uses it.
All students are expected to clean up after themselves. No one may leave trash or dishes on the
tables. Failure to clean up after oneself may incur disciplinary action such as detention or
assisting in cleaning the entire dining hall. Students must report all spills or potentially slippery
floor areas to the dining hall staff. Additionally, no dishes, mugs, glasses, or silverware may be
removed from the dining hall. Please note that except for the picnic tables outside of the
cafeteria, no food or drink may be brought outside of the dining or canteen areas. No trays from
the cafeteria should be moved to the canteen area. No dining materials may be left outside.
Students are expected to adhere to the following cafeteria rules at all times:
● Students should remain seated at all times unless they raise their hand and are given
permission by an adult to leave their seat (K-4).
● Students should walk at all times, no running in the cafeteria.
● There will be baskets for napkins, spoons, forks, and cups (for water). Students should get
all items before sitting down.
● Trash should be thrown away at the end of lunch.
● Under no circumstances, are students ever allowed to share food.
● Students are to keep their hands and feet to themselves at all times.
● Students are to be respectful to all classmates and adults.
● When given permission by an adult (K-4) to throw away any trash, students are to make sure
their area, including the floor, is free of all food and paper.
● Assigned table cleaners should begin their job five minutes before the end of lunchtime.
They should wait until all trash, food, and lunchboxes are cleared before beginning their job.
● If applicable, students should exit the table quietly when lining up for recess.
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Birthday Treats & Invitations
Elementary:
Students in Grades K through 4th enjoy sharing their birthdays with all of their classmates. These
special occasions will be marked on the class calendar. You may contact your child’s teacher
about celebrating your child’s birthday at school. If your child celebrates his/her birthday in the
class, students are welcome to bring in treats (cupcakes, cookies, etc.). We ask that all treats
include an ingredient list. Party favors are discouraged at school as they create a distraction.
We know that you will understand our request that invitations to birthday parties not be brought
to school to be distributed unless every student in the class is invited.
Parents are not allowed as visitors in the classroom and all items brought are compliant with the
school policy.

Middle Grades:
Students in Grades 5th through 8th are allowed to bring in treats to celebrate their birthday during
their lunch period. However, enough treats must be provided for the entire grade. The front office
can provide parents with the correct number of students. Treats can be dropped off in the front
office with the student’s name, period, and teacher clearly indicated on the treats. We ask that all
treats include an ingredient list. We know that you will understand our request that party
invitations not be distributed at school unless every child in the student’s entire grade is invited.

Food Fundraisers
Periodically and/or occasionally PA, school clubs, school academic teams, and/or the PA PTO
will offer treats, foods, and/or beverages for sale to raise money to support enrichment activities,
purchase equipment, charitable endeavors, and/or school competition expenses. These must be
pre-approved by the administration and subsequently be publicized via posters, stickers, paper
notices, email, and/or the school newsletter. The school may choose to participate in outside food
vendor fundraisers where a portion of the purchases raised at that vendor’s facility would be
donated to the school. These events will be publicized via posters, stickers, paper notices, email,
and/or the school newsletter.
These types of food purchases are 100% optional and up to the discretion of each student and
family. Further, these purchases should not be considered replacements for nutritious school
lunches or snacks.

Classroom and/ or School Celebration Foods
At the end of difficult lesson units, quarters, semesters, and/or as a reward teachers may organize
and allow their students to participate in pizza, popcorn, and/or a frozen treat party. Students may
be asked to bring in $1 to $10 depending on the size of the class to fund the optional
participation in these activities.

Occasionally students will be asked to bring in dishes to enrich a school lesson, such as Spanish
food for a Spanish class. This is not mandatory, but it is fun for the students and greatly
appreciated.

If homemade dishes are brought to school for a class activity, please provide a complete list of
ingredients with the dish. Teachers will apprise parents of the class if there are any student food
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allergies. If any, please refrain from using those ingredients in donated dishes, so that all students
may be able to participate and enjoy the class activity equally.

Food Purchase and Deliveries
Students may have food delivered for lunch and the food must be eaten during the lunch period
only. The ordering of the food and the delivery of the food must not interfere with class
instruction. All food is to be collected on the table designated at the front desk. If there is a
conflict with the food delivery that interferes with class time, please see the Dean of Student to
help resolve the matter. Food delivered during class time is subject to confiscation and forfeiture.

For food delivery service, please specify the exact location where a driver should deliver the
food. You may use the following:

“Please deliver to 164 Totowa Road at Pioneer Academy School building with the receptionist.
You can leave the food with the front desk on the table labeled ‘food delivery’. Please be sure the
building is a school and not the warehouse across the lot”

Canteen Usage
The canteen has been provided by the school as a convenience for students. Usage of the canteen
is a privilege. Please note that the students may use the canteen to purchase items and food only
during their lunch and break times. Students will not be permitted to leave class to visit the
canteen. Please note that no food or drink may be brought outside of the canteen or dining areas.

Non-Food Purchase and Delivery
Students may purchase items for delivery to Pioneer Academy provided that no delivered items
are prohibited by school policy and school rules. The student to whom the item is addressed is
the only person who may claim the delivered item. In addition to prohibited items, no
perishables, unapproved health/fitness aids (e.g., dietary supplements, herbs, drugs, medicines,
pharmaceuticals), poisons (including pesticides and herbicides), toxic or radioactive materials,
biological materials, contagions, or other potentially harmful materials may be purchased or
delivered. Pioneer does not assume responsibility for lost or stolen delivered items.

Fitness Center
The fitness center is open to all students during posted hours as posted, PA reserves the right to
update the hours of usage as needed throughout the academic year. Every member of the Pioneer
Academy community is expected to adhere to the rules of use, be considerate of others, and
contribute to keeping it safe, clean, and orderly. As with all machinery, those who use the fitness
equipment must be trained in proper safety protocols prior to use of the facilities. Any questions
should be directed to the Director of Athletics.

Personal Computers and Chromebooks
Chromebooks will be provided for lower school and middle school students only. Students will
be responsible for replacing lost, stolen or damaged devices.
Pioneer Academy Upper School has implemented a “bring your own device” policy for its
students, therefore Chromebooks will not be provided to upper school students. All upper school
students will be required to have, bring, and maintain their own notebook/laptop computers to
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school every day. A fully charged computer is necessary to be prepared for learning. It is the
responsibility of the student to have a charged and functioning computer and to have the
necessary/appropriate accessories for learning, especially charging chords.
Failure to bring a computer to school may preclude participation in classes or result in the
inability to complete important assignments. If students have some extenuating circumstances
that prevent them from obtaining a computer independently, please contact the Dean of
Academics prior to the start of the school year.

Loss or Theft of Personal Electronic devices:
Maintenance and tracking of personal electronic devices is the responsibility of the student;
therefore, students are strongly urged not to leave personal items unattended anywhere in the
school. While the school will make efforts to locate missing items, the school is not responsible
for lost and/or stolen property. Any items of value should be placed in lockers and locked when
possible and locker combinations should never be shared.

Appropriate Use of Electronic Devices While on School Campus:
The use of personal electronic devices during school hours is limited to educational purposes.
Students must adhere to the rules governing the use of electronic devices and school resources at
all times while on the Pioneer Academy campus. Students misusing personal electronic devices
such as a tablet, a notebook, a laptop, or a palmtop computer in ways abusive to school resources
or in a way that is disruptive to the educational environment will be subject to disciplinary
action.

Network Usage
All wireless network access must be authorized by the administration or the network
administrator. Unauthorized attempts to access the wireless network are prohibited and will be
met with disciplinary action.

School computer systems and networks constitute an expensive and valuable resource and are
provided for students as part of the school academic program. Students are encouraged to
become proficient in the use of computers as a means of enhancing their educational experience.
However, the capacity of this resource to fulfill all the legitimate academic and administrative
needs of the students, faculty, and staff may at times be limited.

The school reserves the right to govern the use of its computer and network resources and to
restrict student access to usage directly related to the students’ academic programs in order to
maintain efficient functionality. Computer misconduct can result in restrictions on, revocation of
computer access privileges, or further disciplinary action.

The School also reserves the right to determine what usage practices constitute violations of rules
or inappropriate use, including, but not limited to, theft and harassment. School personnel may
monitor student accounts, files, and/or log-in sessions for appropriate management purposes
including the performance of archival and recovery procedures, system performance evaluations,
the ensuring of system integrity and security, and other routine operations. Students should have
no expectation of privacy in anything sent or received on the network.

Hardware
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The school and dorm facilities are provided with internet access through wi-fi. Personal
computers with Windows or Macintosh operating systems are the only devices that may be
attached to the school network. Students are not allowed to attach routers, hubs, switches, or
wireless access points without permission.
Student computers are not to be set up as servers for web, FTP, email, or peer-to-peer file
sharing.
Printers may be installed locally on computers but should not be shared across the network.
Attempting to bypass network security, impair the function of the network, or bypass restrictions
set by the network administrator is forbidden. This includes, but is not limited to, accessing
network switches, servers, or filtering and packet shaping hardware. It also includes setting up
wireless networks on administrative jacks that do not shut off or circumventing protocols to
facilitate network access by devices that have been denied access by the network administrator.

Telephones and Mobile Communications Devices
Generally, telephones are prohibited during the school day and must be shut off and stored in
student backpacks, lockers, or dormitory rooms. Pioneer Academy is not responsible for any
items lost or misplaced. As a general rule, we highly discourage usage of the cell phone devices.

Lower School Phone Policy
Students in grades k-4 are not permitted to bring cellular devices or smart watches of any kind to
school for any reason. If a student needs to contact a parent or make an urgent phone call, they
can inform their teacher who will direct them.

For students in grades 5-8, the use of telephones is permitted before homeroom, and after the last
class of the day. Mobile communications devices, including telephones, may be confiscated if
handled outside of designated times and places. If a telephone call must be made during the
school day due to a problem or an emergency, the student may consult the Main Office staff who
will make the call from the office phone if warranted.

Upper School Phone Policy
The use of telephones is permitted before homeroom, at lunchtime, and after the last class of the
day. Mobile communications devices, including telephones, may be confiscated if handled
outside of designated times and places. If a telephone call must be made during the school day
due to a problem or an emergency, the student may consult the Main Office staff. . Students are
not permitted to handle any cellular device or engage in messaging applications on any electronic
device during class hours. If a parent wishes to communicate with a student during class times,
they may contact the school office to make arrangements.

Students must have permission from an administrator stating a reason in order to use the office
phoneClassroom phones are prohibited from use by students at any time.. Calls of an emergency
nature, that may involve the interruption of a class to deliver a message to a child, must be
directed to the dean of students for approval. To avoid class interruptions and confusion, we
expect that all families are familiar with their students after school activities and have arranged
for transportation to and from home.

Recording Devices
Photos and videos are prohibited during school hours and taking photos and videos outside
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of school while in school uniform is discouraged. Students and/or school staff members should
not be subject to having a photo, video or audio recording taken of of them for any purpose
without the consent of the student, the  student’s parent, and/or the school staff member. Taking
photos or recording without such consent is strictly prohibited regardless of the intention of the
photo or recording in question. Using the Pioneer Academy Logo, Name, or names of its affiliate
in any social media or internet platform is strictly prohibited. Any students suspected or reported
to engage or affiliated with such behavior will be subject to review and may suffer disciplinary
consequences that include, detention, suspensions or expulsion.

Other Electronic Devices
Students may be allowed or required to use certain electronic devices for classes. These devices
may include calculators, audio recording devices, electronic dictionaries, e-readers, or other
similar devices. Approval for the use of such devices will be determined by the class teachers
and the administration.Unauthorized use may result in confiscation and academic penalties. If the
device has not been designated a requirement for the class, students must secure permission
before use in the classroom. The use of any electronic device such as smart watches are at the
discretion of the classroom teacher.

ALMA Student Information System (ALMA SIS) Portal
PIONEER ACADEMY offers all parents and/or guardians the opportunity to view their child’s
academic data such as grades, progress reports, and attendance by accessing the SIS (ALMA) via
the internet. Access requires a username and password. If you have not already received this
information in the mail, please contact the student’s homeroom teacher or guidance counselor.

XII. School Events, Excursions, and Off-Campus Activities

Academic and Field Trips
Pioneer Academy students may have the opportunity to go on field trips at various times
throughout the school year and attending them is a valuable privilege that offers students exciting
ways to learn. Some of these trips may be required by a class (e.g., a trip to a history museum),
and some of them may be optional (e.g., cultural trips to foreign countries, pre-season sports trips
during Spring Break). Because the well-being of all students is of the utmost concern,
participation in field trips is a privilege which may be denied for some students due to behavioral
or academic reasons. In most cases, the school will arrange for transportation to and from the
event; parents and students will be notified of any exceptions.

Specific safety rules will apply to these activities. For all field trips, the following rules will
apply:

● Students must return the Field Trip Permission Slip with a parent or guardian
signature by the required date. Phone calls will not be accepted as permission.

● Students must wear school uniforms unless otherwise specified.
● Students must abide by Pioneer Academy codes of student conduct while on the

field trip.
● Students must follow the rules and guidelines provided by the trip advisor, and

respect all faculty, staff, and dorm assistants.
● Student luggage, backpacks or belongings are subject to search.
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● Dorm assistants: Only teachers and approved dorm assistants are permitted on field
trips. The principal shall approve all dorm assistants.

● Parents must meet their children at the scheduled time of return if they return from a
field trip after school dismissal time or at a time when school is not in session. If
students return from a field trip prior to school dismissal time, students will be sent
to their appropriate classes. (For overnight field trips, a separate set of guidelines
will be provided by the administration prior to the event.)

● Failure to observe the rules and protocols of school travel will result in disciplinary
action and possible revocation of future travel privileges with the school.

Travel for Participation in Extracurricular Activities
Participation in team sports, clubs, and other extracurricular activities is a privilege not a right.
Such privilege may be revoked due to behavioral or academic reasons. These activities may
entail travel to the forum of competition. In most cases, the school will provide transportation.
School bus and vehicle rules will be in effect. Participants must remember that they are
representatives of the school and that breach of rules will incur disciplinary action.

Please note that participation in school trips may incur additional fees not included in regular
tuition payments or supply fees.

Students that have legitimate reasons for not attending an extracurricular activity can refer to the
guidelines outlined in the Absence portion of the handbook.

XIII. Academics and Academic Policies

Parent/ Teacher Conferences
Parents and teachers should maintain a good working relationship to help students get the best
possible education. Conferences are good communication tools. Our most important form of
communication is the parent-teacher conference. If you would like to have a conference with any
staff member, please contact the school and arrangements will be made.

Student Information System (ALMA)
Parents can see their children’s academic improvement, daily homework and assignments,
projects, discipline records, and attendance records through PA SIS (ALMA). Anyone can visit
our website at www.pioneeracademy.org to receive more information. At the beginning of each
school year, parents will be provided a username and password, which will provide access to
ONLY their student’s records. We strongly encourage parents to visit PA SIS (ALMA) daily to
stay informed of their student’s progress.
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Elementary Policies

K- Grade 4 Grading System & Reporting
Students receive four (4) progress reports each year documenting their academic and
social/emotional progress, as well as, their school attendance. If you would like to schedule a
conference, you may contact your child’s teacher at any time. The PA Governing Board, in
compliance with State Standards, approves the grading scale.
Grading scale for Kindergarten to second grade classes

EX = Exceeds Standard
MS = Meets Standard
PR = Progressing
EM = Emerging
ND = Not Demonstrated

K Student Promotion
At the end of each school year students who have made satisfactory progress are promoted to the
next grade level. In cases where promotion is questionable, the school notifies parents in advance
and a cooperative/partnership approach is implemented to ensure student success. The school
has the final say as to whether a student matriculates to the next grade level.

Kindergarten students are assessed on a variety of levels and content including maturity level,
social skills, behavior, grasp of learning concepts, and readiness to move to a more challenging
subject material.

Middle School Policies

Graded Assignments and Assessments
A. At the end of each marking period, students will take a benchmark exam in their core and foreign

language classes. These assessments are meant to measure the retention of any material covered
throughout the academic year. Benchmark exams are worth 15% of the quarterly grade.

Marking Period Honor Roll Recognitions and Awards
A. Honor Roll - GPA equal to or greater than 3.5 but less than 3.75
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B. High Honor Roll - GPA equal to or greater than 3.75 but less than 4.0
C. Principal’s List - GPA equal to 4.0 (Straight A’s)
D. Subject teachers will use their own criteria to determine the recipient of any subject award. No

student can earn the same award twice within an academic year.
E. Middle school teachers will collectively recognize one student from each grade with The Pioneer

Academy Leadership Award for their positive contributions to the school environment.

Merit Ticket System
A. Teachers may award students merit tickets throughout the year as a reward for academic

achievement, demonstration of character, or exceptional effort. These tickets can be traded in for
prizes, such as notebooks, stickers, lunch parties, and raffles for larger prizes.

NWEAMAP Testing Schedule
Fall Testing
- Mathematics Growth 2-5 (Grade 5) or Mathematics Growth 6+ (Grades 6-8)
- Reading Growth 2-5 (Grades 5) or Reading Growth 6+ (Grades 6-8)
- Language Use Growth (Grades 5-8)
- Science Growth 2-5 (Grade 5) or Science Growth 6-8 (Grades 6-8)

Winter Testing
- Mathematics Growth 2-5 (Grade 5) or Mathematics Growth 6+ (Grades 6-8)
- Reading Growth 2-5 (Grades 5) or Reading Growth 6+ (Grades 6-8)

Spring Testing
- Mathematics Growth 2-5 (Grade 5) or Mathematics Growth 6+ (Grades 6-8)
- Reading Growth 2-5 (Grades 5) or Reading Growth 6+ (Grades 6-8)
- Language Use Growth (Grades 5-8)
- Science Growth 2-5 (Grade 5) or Science Growth 6-8 (Grades 6-8)

8th Grade Valedictorian and Salutatorian
A. Valedictorian and Salutatorian candidates must demonstrate high moral standards and leadership

skills to the entire Pioneer Academy class body. Candidates who uphold these values will be
awarded recognition primarily on GPA. In the case of a tie, a credit-weighted percentage average
will serve to break the tie.

B. Any student that accumulates more than 20 demerits during the year may be ineligible for the
Valedictorian and Salutatorian recognition.

Homework Policy
A. All homework assignments will be posted on Google Classroom. It is the responsibility of the

student to check each classroom nightly for posted assignments.
B. Middle school students should expect an average of between 30 to 60 minutes of homework per

school night. Students may opt to join Homework Club at any time if they feel overwhelmed
with the workload.
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C. Students with homework grades lower than 70% in more than one class may be enrolled in
Homework Club once or twice a week.

Late Submission Policy
A. Any assignment submitted late will be penalized based on the criteria outlined in the subject

teacher’s syllabus.
a. Penalty won't exceed 50%

B. Students will have three days after the last day of the marking period to submit any late
assignments for the marking period.

Absence Policy
A. Students who are absent are expected to complete any in-class or homework assignments posted

on Google Classroom by the normal deadline unless specified otherwise by the classroom teacher.
B. Students who are absent on the day of an assessment will be expected to take the assessment on

the day that they return to class.

Attendance to Field Trips
A. Students who are failing two or more classes may not be permitted to attend field trips.
B. Students who received more than 20 demerits within the last month may not be permitted to

attend field trips.

Uniform Policy
A. As per the student handbook, students are expected to be in uniform at all times during the school

day.

Chromebook Policies
A. Students will be provided with a Chromebook and a charger at the beginning of the year. Students

are expected to take their Chromebooks home each night, charge them, and bring them to school the next
day. Students are fully responsible for protecting their own device from damage or misuse.

B. Please refer to the policy below for more details regarding our updated Chromebook Policy.
Middle School Chromebook Policy 

Cell Phones & Smart Devices
A. Upon entering school, cell phone & smart watches must be turned off and placed in

your locker for the duration of the school day. Any device that is used during the school hours will be
confiscated and turned over to the Dean of Students. Students will receive the predetermined number of
demerits points for the incident.

Cheating and Plagiarism Policy
A. Pioneer Academy has a zero-tolerance policy for cheating, plagiarism, or the use of AI. Students

caught cheating will be given a zero on the assignment or assessment and will receive the predetermined
number of demerits points for the incident.
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Elective Change Requests
A. During the first 30 days of school , parents may request to change their child’s elective courses. If the
course change is possible, the Director of Operations will complete the requested schedule change.
B. With the exception of the first marking period, only elective change requests that are made within 7
days of the first day of the marking period will be considered.

Intervention Policy
A. Teachers are responsible for informing parents via email if their child’s grades have dropped

below 70%.
B. If a student has less than a 70% in two or more courses, the student will be enrolled in Homework

Club and the teacher’s office hours at least once a week.
C. The school will try to arrange tutoring services from a designated National Honors Society high

school student.
D. An intervention meeting will be scheduled with the parents of any student that fails two or more

classes in the first marking period. During the meeting, teachers and parents will develop a plan
of action to help improve the student’s academic performance.

Retention Policy
A. Any student whose average grade is below 60% will fail that course for the year. Students who

fail a core class will have to recover the credits before moving to the subject’s next grade level.
B. Students that fail two or more core classes and do not recover credits over the summer will have

to repeat the grade.

Readmission Policy
Please refer to the document below regarding readmission policies.

Readmission Policies

Demerit System and Discipline
A. Students that violate classroom or school rules may receive demerit points. The number of points

associated with each infraction is outlined in the student handbook.
B. For every 10 demerits accumulated, students will receive a lunch detention. Parents will be

notified.
a. Students will be referred to our school counselor after 10 demerits

C. For every 20 demerits accumulated, students will receive an after-school detention. Parents will
be notified.

D. Students who accumulate 50 demerits will receive an in-school suspension. A parent meeting will
be scheduled with the Dean of Students.

E. Students who accumulate 100 demerits will receive an out-of-school suspension and may not be
readmitted for the following school year. Another parent meeting will be scheduled with the Dean
of Students and additional member/s of administration

F. Students who accumulate 20 or more demerits within one month of a field trip will not be
permitted to attend.
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Middle School GPA Calculations
A student's grade point average (GPA) is calculated by multiplying the number of credits per
course by the grade achieved in the course. The totals for each course are added and then divided
by the number of credits taken to compute a student's grade point average.

Outdoor Recess & Physical Education Policy
If the temperature or wind chill is:

Above +32 degrees Fahrenheit, children will be allowed to go outside.

Between +32 and +20 degrees Fahrenheit, outside will be an option for children. Below
+20 degrees Fahrenheit, NO OPTION. All children will remain inside.

Staff must use good judgment on days when the temperature or wind chill is in this
range (example: shortened outside time)

Cold/Snow: Children must be properly dressed to go outside in cold weather. Coats, hats, and
mittens/gloves must be worn at all times when the temperature is below 32 degrees Fahrenheit.

Heat: If the heat index is excessively high, staff will shorten or eliminate outside time. This
includes heat, humidity, and air quality factors. On these days, it is best for outside time to
occur prior to 11:00 am.
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Lightning/Severe Weather: At the first sign of threatening weather or lightning, staff will
bring all children indoors into a safe area. Staff will need to monitor the situation.

High School Graduation Requirements

PIONEER ACADEMY HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS

Courses College Prep Diploma Honors College Prep
Diploma

English/Language Arts 20 credits 20 credits

Mathematics 15 credits 20 credits*

Science 15 credits
(Min. 2 courses with lab)

15 credits
(Min. 2 courses with lab)

Social Studies 15 credits 20 credits**

21st Century Life &
Careers 5 credits 5 credits

PE/Health 10 credits 10 credits

World Languages*** 10 credits 20 credits

Financial Literacy 2.5 credits 2.5 credits

Fine Arts 5 credits 5 credits

Electives 32.5 credits 22.5 credits

TOTAL 130 credits 140 Credits

GPA NA Minimum 3.50 out of 4.00

 

• ELL students will earn a maximum of 5 English/Language Arts credits during their ESL prep year.
All remaining ESL credits will be counted towards Electives

• English/Language Arts: Only certain courses will count towards meeting core requirements.
• *Every student must take or show proficiency in Algebra-1, Geometry, Algebra-2
• **5 credits of Social Studies can be replaced with Science credits
• ***Students whose native language is other than English may take a waiver test in their native
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language to be exempted from the World

Besides the number of credit requirements, students must also have 3.50 to earn an Honors
College Prep Diploma based on a 4.00 scale. *Students who have a native language other than
English may take a waiver test in their native language to be exempted from Word Language
Requirement.

Course Selection
Guidance Office distributes a course selection table every May to the current student body. The
students should discuss the course selection table with their parents/guardians and finalize their
courses for the upcoming school year with the guidance counselor. After students complete the
selection and approval process with their counselors, the students may only change their courses
if their change request does not present any conflicts. Certain administrative changes may still
occur to adapt to general scheduling restrictions and other unanticipated eventualities, or to
facilitate graduation requirements.

Dropping and Adding Courses
All students are expected to choose courses carefully during the course selection process.
Schedules are planned according to student requests and students are expected to abide by their
choices. The administration determines staffing requirements for each academic year based upon
the course selections of the students; therefore, the add/drop policy will be strictly upheld.
Requests by students and/or parent(s) to initiate schedule changes will only be considered if the
following criteria are met:

● An official PA Course Change Form must be completed and submitted by the
student or parent before the end of the third week of school.

● In order to process a change, students must:
○ Schedule an appointment with their counselor during the add-drop period.
○ Complete the PA Course Change Form
○ Choose a substitute course, if one is available, for each dropped course.

● Final approval of changes can only be possible upon the following:
○ The proposed change does not jeopardize graduation
○ The proposed change does not negatively affect the prospects of college

admission.
○ The change requested is logistically possible

● Under no circumstances, will schedules be adjusted to:
○ Change teachers
○ Change lunch periods (unless supported by medical documentation)
○ Change to more convenient and/or desirable periods
○ Group friends together in the same class
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○ Provide a chance to improve GPA by dropping courses a student seems likely to
fail

Student schedule changes recommended by administrators, teachers, and/or counselors due to
academic concerns may occur anytime throughout the school year. Approval for such changes
will take place upon the agreement of the counselor, teacher(s), parent(s), and the administration.

Students may not drop courses after the first three weeks of the school year. If a course is
dropped after the first FIVE weeks of the school year, grades for the course will be given as
either “WP” (Withdrew Passing) or “WF” (Withdrew Failing) as determined by grades received
up until the date the course was dropped. No partial credit will be given. Dropped courses for
which a student receives a WP or WF will not affect the student’s GPA, but will be indicated on
their grade transcript.

Advanced Placement (AP) Courses
To enroll in Advanced Placement courses, students must do the following:

1. Have AP Potential Designation, which is determined by the College Board after
taking the PSAT or the SATs.

2. Get teacher approval for taking the AP course.
3. Attain an A- or higher in the relevant content area(s) (i.e. a student who wants to

take AP US History must have earned an A- or higher in their social studies course
prior year).

Students failing to meet the requirements above may complete an appeal form.

Further information about AP fees, conditions, and requirements can be found in the AP Contract
which will be emailed to AP students at the beginning of each academic year.

Grading Policies

Grading policies will be determined by each department based upon the needs of the subject and
will be included in course syllabi. For additional information on grading policies, consult your
syllabus or speak to the course instructor.

Parental Notification
Teachers will when possible regularly contact parents/guardians to discuss failing students or
students in danger of failing at least once per month. It is the responsibility of the student and
parent to check grades regularly on the student information system.

Grading Scale 9-12
As in the chart below, all Pioneer Academy classes follow a standard scale for assigning letter
grades. In general, students scoring 50% or below on any assignment will receive a grade of
50%; however, for incidents involving academic dishonesty, the student will receive a 0 (zero). A
grade of 1 (one) will be entered for assignments that have not been submitted by the student.
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HSWeighted and Unweighted GPA
A student's Grade Point Average (GPA) is calculated by multiplying the number of credits per
course by the grade achieved in the course. The totals for each course are added and then divided
by the number of credits taken to compute a student's grade point average. A weighted GPA is
computed to provide information for scholarships and to determine valedictorian and
salutatorian. Class rank information is available only upon request. There are two levels of
courses utilized for the purpose of calculating weighted grade point average. Weighted courses
are Advanced Placement (AP) and Honors (H) courses. Unweighted courses are courses not
designated AP or H. Advanced Placement courses are weighted 1.33. Honors courses weigh
1.25.

Usage of Unweighted GPA:
Calculating the grades during the year, report cards, qualification of Diploma types.

Usage of Weighted GPA:
Reporting Transcripts to Colleges and other institutions; Determining

Class Rank:
Defining the valedictorian and salutatorian.

Principal’s List:
A student who earns a 4.0 average for the quarter with no suspensions in the same quarter will be
on the Principal’s List for that quarter.

High Honor Roll:
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A student who earns a 3.75 average for the quarter with no suspensions and no failing grades in
the same quarter will be on the High Honor Roll for that quarter. Students with a record of
academic dishonesty may not be placed on the Honor Roll list, at any level for that quarter.

Honor Roll:
A student who earns a 3.50 average for the quarter with no suspensions and no failing grades in
the same quarter will qualify for Honor Roll for that quarter.
Valedictorian:
The Valedictorian is selected from the class of graduating seniors and is based on the student’s status as an
exemplary student, having earned the highest overall weighted GPA by the end of the senior year while
also having exhibited obvious support of Pioneer Academy school values and beliefs. Please note that
GPA is not the only requirement to become Valedictorian; in addition to meeting GPA requirements,
students must also meet the following criteria:

● No major disciplinary infractions
● No instances of disrespect to teachers or staff
● No more than 10 minor infractions and 2 major referrals in upper school
● No major referrals during junior or senior year

In some cases when the top two candidates are extremely close, co-valedictorians may be
selected.
Salutatorian:
The Salutatorian is selected from the class of graduating seniors and is based on the student’s status as an
exemplary student, having earned the second-highest overall weighted GPA by the end of senior year with
no major disciplinary infractions while also having exhibited obvious support of Pioneer Academy school
values and beliefs. Please note that GPA is not the only requirement to become Salutatorian; in addition to
meeting GPA requirements, students must also meet the following criteria:

● No major disciplinary infractions
● No instances of disrespect to teachers or staff
● No more than 10 minor infractions and 2 major referrals in upper school
● No major referrals during junior or senior year

Students with a record of academic dishonesty throughout their time at Pioneer Academy may
not qualify for the title of Valedictorian or Salutatorian.

Intervention, Tutoring, and Summer Coursework
Limited in-house intervention and tutoring will be available for students after regular “extra
help” opportunities have been exhausted and do not appear to be meeting the students’ needs.
Tutoring sessions will be arranged by the school. All tutors will write tutoring reports at the end
of each term. The goal of tutoring at Pioneer is to assist students towards being able to
independently manage their academic responsibilities as soon as possible. We do not guarantee
that qualified tutors will be available in every discipline. Tutors may not be full-time Pioneer
Academy faculty or staff and must rely on their tutors to come prepared and to dictate the
direction of their sessions.

Students earning grades below “C-“ (either “D” or “F”) in two or more courses are advised to
retake the courses over the summer from a nearby upper school, community college, or online
school. Students earning an “F” in any course may require more than the usual four years to
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graduate from upper school as they will be required to repeat the course the next academic year.
Additionally, the appearance of Ds and Fs on grade reports may hinder acceptance into
competitive colleges and universities.

Character Education
Students are expected to learn, grow, and mature while attending Pioneer Academy. The Pioneer
Academy community has a mission that it expects students to embrace willingly. It is the desire
to improve and succeed that serves as the primary motivation to actively pursue academic,
personal, and moral excellence. (See “Pioneer Academy Mission Statement”.) Character
Education classes are designed to assist in this pursuit and are a part of Pioneer Academy’s core
curriculum for all students. The grade includes conduct during the following situations:

1. presence on school grounds, both in class and out of class;
2. at school events on or of campus;
3. at events that Pioneer Academy is participating in or where Pioneer is being

represented;
4. on school trips or excursions and during transport to and from such activities;
5. while wearing any Pioneer Academy paraphernalia

XIV. Virtual Education, Technology Policy, and Conditions of Use
Virtual Education Guidelines

Only Applicable in Case School Decides to Switch to Virtual Education

Supervision PK-12
● Please note that we expect all of the students to follow the outline below.
● Please review it thoroughly with your child to ensure compliance.
● If you have any concerns you may contact us directly. All students and parents who use

Zoom and other designated software, agree to all of the terms and conditions and agree to
release Pioneer Academy of any liability arising from its usage.

● Any issues or problems must be immediately reported to the administration.

Respect the Space
● Students are expected to be mindful of their cyber education space.
● They should treat our digital classroom just like a regular classroom.
● They need to do their best to stay attentive, respect their classmates, listen when others

are speaking, and observe the general rules of respect and kindness that we would
observe on any other school day.

Structure
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● Structure and schedules are important to give a sense of normality.
● Consider setting up a space at home where your child will go to school each morning.
● This workspace should be relatively free of clutter and distractions, have a place for the

student to sit upright, and should have basic supplies available in the space.
● It is important that your child is engaged and focused. They should not be doing other

activities like brushing their teeth, doing their hair, eating, etc.
● Mobile phones were being reported as a distraction in the class. Have students put phones

and other distractions away during school time.
● Physical Education - To respect our student’s privacy and preference, during a zoom

conference, students attending physical education class can turn off the camera, complete
assignments, and report back. Please follow the instructions as assigned.

Materials
● If a teacher has communicated you will need materials for a class, please have them ready

by the time class begins.
● Please do not work ahead if your teacher sends materials before Zoom sessions.

Questions and Clarifications
● If a student has questions about each day's work, they should join office hours for that

day to ask/get clarification. Office hours are otherwise not mandatory for students.
● Teachers reserve the right to prioritize their office hours and will respond to any inquiries

at their discretion within a reasonable amount of time.

Attendance
● Attendance will be taken during these Zoom/cyber education sessions.
● Please be logged into the waiting room using your correct name by the time class starts

each day, just like you would be on time at school!
● Your students will be counted as present as they enter the Zoom session for each of their

class periods and they are mandated to be active participants until the end of the period.
● Lateness policy will be the same as regular school day - 1st period 10 minutes will be

considered an absence, subsequent periods 5 minutes lateness will be considered an
absence.

● Attendance grade percentage may be increased at your teacher’s discretion. Please pay
special attention to ensuring compliance.

● In the event that you have multiple siblings and a shared device, internet concerns, etc.
our Zoom sessions will be recorded and available for you to access on google classroom
or See-saw/ ClassDojo for one week after each class period has ended.

● Students are expected to watch and complete assigned activities even in the event of these
concerns.
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● If a K-4 student is unable to attend the live session, a synopsis of the session and
completed activities should be emailed to the respective teacher to have that child
counted as ‘present’ for the school day.

● If a child is unable to attend the live session for any reason, they may refer to their
Google Classroom/Seesaw for the recorded versions of the sessions to stay up to date
with their classwork and assignments. It will be available for a period of 1 week and can
be obtained directly by the student.

● The lessons, live sessions are the property of Pioneer Academy, anyone distributing or
forwarding it to anyone who is not the designated user/ student will be violating the usage
policy and prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law. Pioneer Academy does not provide
any permission to share with others without written consent. This includes not taking an
external device to record or take a photo of any of the sessions or images.

● In the event that a student is unable to attend a live session, communication to that
respective teacher, lower homeroom teachers via email and should be sent as indicated
below:

○ PK-4 - Please inform Ms. Duzgun: Oznur.Duzgun@pioneeracademy.org
○ 5-12 - Ms. Lainez: plainez@pioneeracademy.org
○ Please refer to the student handbook for the full description of the attendance

policy.
● This email should include that you have reviewed the class session recording, as well as

completed the activities. This communication should be sent by the end of the day to
have that child counted as ‘present’ for the school day.

User Personal Safety includes, but is not limited to
● Users will not post personal information about themselves or others. Personal

information includes, but is not limited to the following: address, telephone, date of birth,
etc.

● Users will never arrange for meetings with anyone they have met online without the
knowledge of the school and permission of a parent/ guardian.

● Users will promptly disclose to their teacher or administrator any message they receive
that is inappropriate or makes them feel uncomfortable.

● Users will not harass another person or engage in personal attacks, including those
prejudicial or discriminatory in nature following the guidelines of the anti-bullying
policy.

Security System
● Users should take all reasonable precautions to prevent others from gaining access to

their accounts .
● All users are responsible for their individual accounts.
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● If an individual suspects a possible security breach, the user should immediately contact
their teacher, Dean of Students, or Technology Coordinator

● Users will not disseminate passwords, codes, telephone numbers, account numbers,
grades, or other individuals’ documents to unauthorized persons.

● The schools’ network and related technologies are the property of the school department
and its storage systems, subject to inspection by the administration at any time.

● Pioneer Academy reserves the right to search, search, monitor, or spot check any internet
or electronic communication device, activities occurring on school equipment or
accounts.

Illegal Activities (includes but not limited to)
● Users will not attempt to gain unauthorized access to the system(s), or to go beyond their

authorized access.
● Users will not deliberately attempt to disrupt the performance of any computer system or

destroy data via a virus or any other means.
● Users will not use the system to engage in any illegal act.
● Vandalism of any kind will require restitution for costs associated with hardware,

software, and system restoration and cancellation of technology privileges.

Respecting Resource Limits
● Users will use technology specifically for educational activities.
● Users will not download files or software programs without the authorization of the

systems administrator, PA IT Department
● Users will not create a website or use any of the school’s images or photos except under

the direct supervision of a teacher as part of a school-related project.
● Users may not use the network for personal and commercial purposes, such as but not

limited to offering or purchasing goods and/ or services for personal use.
● Users will not alter in any way the configuration of a computer (if the property of PA) or

network without permission of authorized staff.
● Users will not intentionally waste resources.

Appropriate/ Inappropriate User of Educational Technology
● Users will not use any Pioneer Academy technology to play unauthorized games.

Assigned teacher-approved interactive tools, which are directly related to the curriculum
are permitted.
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● Users will not use the internet or other technology to access chat rooms or any type of
instant messaging without the teachers’ consent.

Social Networking Sites and Internet Communications
● Users will not engage in social networking that is prohibited or in direct conflict with the

school policy.
● Students are responsible for their own behavior when communicating with the system

accounts and will be held accountable for the content of the communications that they
transmit or post. Students are responsible for the school’s conduct requirements.
Examples of inappropriate conduct include, but are not limited to:

○ Posting or publishing any insensitive or inappropriate information or content on
any social media and from viewing any insensitive or inappropriate social media
content.

○ Impersonating or assuming the identity of any other individual.
○ Posting or publishing any information about themselves or another individual that

is confidential or of a private nature.
○ Using any device capable of capturing video, pictures, or audio to record or take

pictures of any other individual without their express consent and permission. In
addition, the use of such recording devices on or off school grounds is strictly
prohibited except as otherwise set forth in the Recording section of this handbook.
Moreover, no such recording or pictures shall be posted on social media unless
they are educationally related. Also, students are not allowed to “tag” an
individual in a picture or recording without their express consent and permission.

● Students must immediately comply with any request that infringing materials be removed
from any social media platform. Using the computer system and software is a privilege,
not a right, any violation of any provision of this policy will result in the restriction of a
scholar’s access and/ or imposition of additional appropriate consequences.

● Students should always be mindful of the fact that material posted or published online
will be public for a very long time and may perhaps become a permanent part of their
record. Students should be sensitive to others, should avoid posting or publishing
anything distasteful, and should not post or publish anything that may be inappropriate.

● The policy applies any time students are using the school property, including the software
in a manner that endangers a scholar's or staff member’s physical or emotional safety,
security, or well-being, and materially and substantially interferes with the requirements
of appropriate discipline in the operation of the school.

Google Mail
● Google mail is currently provided to all students. Email is enabled for students in grades

4 through 12. Email that originates or is received by a school-owned computer or its
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contracted hosting company, is the property of Pioneer Academy and can be used for or
against during a legal proceeding. The same holds true for any other visual content
stored on Pioneer Academy network systems.

● All users of the Pioneer Academy system should know that when writing or responding
via email, please remember that it is a public record and Pioneer Academy reserves the
right to inspect and review it as needed.

● Other users cannot breach another users’ system.
● The sole purpose of the student-assigned Google account is for the student to

communicate and collaborate with school staff and fellow students in a professional
manner.

● Use of the Google account is a privilege.
● Students are responsible for the messages sent from their accounts. Students should

exercise extreme caution with their passwords and never let a fellow student use their
account.

● No student should use their Pioneer Academy account to operate a personal business.
● Pioneer Academy reserves the right to terminate either temporarily or permanently a

Google account if used inappropriately.
● Students will not identify their home phone number or any personal information in any

email correspondence without direct consent by a parent.
● All Laptops/ Chromebooks that were temporarily lent to the students, and removed from

school premises are considered the property of Pioneer Academy and all policies and
good faith efforts as previously outlined apply, students may be liable for the full cost of
the device if not returned. You may contact the school administration if you need to
borrow a Chromebook. As an exception, the school may assign one, subject to
availability at the full discretion of the PA IT Department.

● Authorization to access and utilize Pioneer Academy’s electronic communications
equipment and computer systems ends when the student is no longer attending the school,
is expelled, or intends to leave the school for any reason, even if Pioneer Academy has
not blocked the access.

User Security
● Users are responsible for the security of their system passwords, personal account

passwords and will be held accountable for any violations of acceptable use that are
traced to their accounts or use of school IT resources. Passwords should never be shared.

Exams
● Personal technology devices, with the exception of approved calculators in appropriate

moments of an exam, are never to be used during exams.
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● When assessments/ exams are being administered, students are responsible for ensuring
that their devices are stored in a backpack or other inaccessible location.

● Any student found with an unapproved device available during an exam will be subject to
an academic penalty and disciplinary action.

● If any student was not able to get any exam, s/he should contact the teacher for make-up
possibilities.

Liability
● The School’s IT resources are provided “as is” and “as available.” The school disclaims

all representations and warranties, express or implied, of any kind with respect to the IT
resources and the content.

● The school shall not be responsible for the actions of individuals outside of the school
constituency, or for the quality and content of information they make available actively or
passively.

● The school shall not be liable for disruption of, external networks and computer systems
as the result of activities initiated by Users of School IT Resources

Enforcement
● The administration of the school reserves the right to monitor any and all activity

generated by student use of technology equipment. Any User who becomes aware of any
misuse of the school’s IT resources should immediately report the matter to the Dean of
Students. Violations of this policy will be investigated and may result in suspension or
revocation of computer, network, or service access; discipline, up to and including
suspension, expulsion; and/ or legal prosecution, in accordance with school policy and
the fullest extent of the permissible law.

● Parents have an option of opting out if Pioneer Academy is notified within 1 week of this
notice in writing by contacting the Dean of Students directly. Please note that at this time
we may not be able to provide alternate instruction for the students.

● Pioneer Academy reserves the right to alter and update the policy as needed with or
without prior notification. You may refer to the latest updates sent via emails for detailed
information.

Zoom Additional Policy as outlined by the company:

Information Collection
We collect the following categories of data from K-12 students:

● Information commonly used for identification, such as a user’s name and other similar
identifiers;
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● Information about a student’s school, including its location;
● Information about the student’s device, network, and an internet connection, such as IP

address(es), MAC address, other device ID (UDID), device type, operating system type
and version, and client version;

● Information about the student’s use of the Zoom platform, including actions taken, date
and time, frequency, duration, quantity, quality, network connectivity, and performance
information related to logins, clicks, messages, contacts, content viewed and shared,
calls, use of video and screen sharing, meetings, cloud recording, and other feature usage
information (“Usage Information”); and

● Other information users – including teachers, school administrators, and students -
upload, provide or create while using the Service (“User-Generated Information”), as
further detailed in the “User-Generated Information” section below.

We collect data in the following ways:

When students are set up for, invited to, or use Zoom services, by the very nature of the usage
and the service, data is collected. We gather students’ personal information from the School
Subscriber, directly from the student as they interact with educational content on the Zoom
platform, directly from students’ devices, and directly from someone who invites users to
communicate with them via Zoom (such as a meeting host). Some of this collection happens
when a student or someone who wants to communicate with them via Zoom (e.g., a teacher or
classmate) affirmatively submits that information. Some of our collection happens in the
background – that is, it’s automatically collected when users interact with our Products.

Zoom and our third-party service providers also automatically collect some information using
methods such as cookies and other tracking technologies (further described below). Information
automatically collected includes Internet protocol (IP) addresses, browser type, Internet service
provider (ISP), referrer URL, exit pages, the files viewed on our site (e.g., HTML pages,
graphics, etc.), operating system, date/time stamp, and/or clickstream data. We use this
information to offer and improve our Services, and to troubleshoot for support. We do not use
this information to deliver advertising or for any other purpose not related to the delivery and
support of the Services.

We may collect Personal Information about K-12 students from the School Subscriber and
authorized users of the district/school/teacher account, including Personal Information contained
in “educational records,” as defined by FERPA. Zoom maintains this information on behalf and
at the direction of the School Subscriber and does not use the information for other purposes.

Data Use
We use Personal Information collected from and about students only as needed to deliver the
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functionality of the Zoom platform, operate our business, and for use by School Subscribers at
their direction as follows:

We may use all of the types of Personal Information that we collect for the following purposes,
to the extent permitted by our agreements with our School Subscriber customers:

1) Providing, running, personalizing, improving, operating, and maintaining our Products.

● Account configuration
● Account maintenance
● Enabling meetings and webinars between users and third-party participants
● Hosting and storing personal data from meetings and webinars on behalf and at the

direction of the meeting host/School Subscriber
● Fulfilling requests made by users of the Service, including requests for access to Personal

Information received from a School Subscriber
● Protecting, investigating, and deterring against fraudulent, harmful, unauthorized, or

illegal activity
● Providing access to data and reports to School Subscribers based on information collected

from students’ use of our Service
● Providing support and assistance for our Products
● Complying with our contractual and legal obligations, resolving disputes with users,

enforcing our agreements

Some of these students’ Personal Information may be shared with other meeting participants. For
example, messages and content shared by a student in a meeting, webinar, or interactive
educational setting, including personal information, will be available to all other participants in
that meeting. If the School Subscriber or a student shares a meeting link with another user who is
not already in the meeting, when that user tries to join the meeting, he or she will be able to see
the list of other users in the meeting, as well as other invitees joining the meeting.

In order to optimize the provision of the Service, we may collect broad geographic location
(city-level location) information about where users are located when using our Services. We use
this information for service-related purposes (such as optimizing connections to our data center),
supporting compliance, and customizing user experience with our Products (e.g., language
preference).

We may also use third-party service providers to help us provide the Services, and they may have
limited access to Personal Information in the process. We prohibit our service providers from
selling Personal Information they receive from us or on our behalf and require them to only use
that Personal Information in order to perform the services we have asked of them, unless
otherwise required by law.

2) Following the instructions of our School Subscriber.
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Personal Information we collect, we collect on behalf of our School Subscribers. (To use the
technical term, we are the “Processor” of that Personal Information, acting as a service provider
on behalf and at the direction of our School Subscriber, and our School Subscriber is the
“Controller” or decisionmaker.) For example, the School Subscriber may determine when
meetings can be recorded, how long the recordings are retained, and the like.

We are typically required to follow a School Subscriber’s instructions related to Personal
Information we have collected on their behalf. On a School Subscriber’s instructions, we may
provide reports to the School Subscriber containing Personal Information relating to the school’s
account and students’ use of the educational setting controlled by the School Subscriber.

3) Complying with our legal obligations or the legal obligations of our subscribers.

This includes responding to a legally binding demand for information, such as a warrant issued
by a law enforcement entity of competent jurisdiction, or as reasonably necessary to preserve
Zoom’s legal rights.

Third Parties
Zoom does not share Personal Information with third parties other than the service providers
described above, or as required by law, except at the direction and on behalf of a School
Subscriber.

Security
Maintaining the confidentiality, security, and integrity of students’ Personal Information is a top
priority. We use industry-standard security technologies, procedures, and organizational
measures designed to help protect Personal Information from unauthorized access, use, or
disclosure.

Individual Rights
If a student or his or her parent would like to request to access, review, refuse further collection
of, or delete the student’s personal information (or to delete the students’ posts), please contact
your school or school district with your request. (Please note that a request to delete posts does
not ensure complete or comprehensive removal of the content, as, for example, some such
content may have been reposted by other users.) Because Zoom is required to comply with
contractual confidentiality obligations related to our customers’ data, we are not able to respond
to parental or student requests directly.”
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XV. Athletics, Clubs, Interscholastic, Intramurals and Extra-Curricular
Activities
There is no better way for students to enrich their education than by taking part in clubs and
after-school activities or through working with a teacher. These opportunities will allow you to
explore things you already enjoy and to try other areas that sound interesting.

To participate in any after-school extra-curricular activity, including music performances, plays,
etc., students must arrive in time to be counted present during the school day. Students serving
in-school suspension may not participate in after-school activities on the day(s) the suspension(s)
is served. Students staying for after school activities will be expected to adhere to the following
rules or they may be banned from all after-school activities:

● You may not stay after school to wait for another student.
● You must be with a teacher or other staff member at all times
● You must abide by the PA Code of Conduct while participating in the activity.
● Your school activity privileges will be canceled if discipline becomes a problem.
● You must clear the school building immediately following after-school activities by using
the front door.
● You must arrange for your own transportation to arrive promptly at the end of the activity.

Academic Teams
PA has many academic competitive teams, including, but not limited to Science Olympiad,
Model U.N., Tech Fair, Robotics, Lego League, Chess Team, Math Team, etc. Participation is
open to students in grades K through 12. Participation is governed by the same rules as listed
above for after-school clubs and activities.

Interscholastic Eligibility
Interscholastic activity is defined as any activity where PA competes against or interacts with
other schools or groups of students that are not attending PA. Students involved in any
interscholastic activity must follow the following eligibility requirements:

1. Students must maintain an average of 70% or above in each of their core classes of Math,
Science, Social Studies, Language Arts, and Reading/Spanish.

Should a student drop below the required 70% average in any of the specified subjects, that
student will not be able to continue to participate in any interscholastic activity until that average
has been brought up to the 70% requirement. This includes any practices or meetings.

2. Students must maintain a discipline record free from any severe consequences of either
in-school suspension or out-of-school suspension. Should a student receive either an in-school or
out-of-school suspension, they will not be able to continue to participate in any interscholastic
activity during the course of serving the suspension. This includes any practices or meetings.
Additionally, there will be a one-game or one-event suspension penalty – during this suspension
penalty, the student must attend but not participate in the game or event with their team or group.

Should a student receive a total of three (3) in-school and/or out-of-school suspensions during
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the course of the school year, that student will be removed from and not allowed to participate in
any and all interscholastic activity for the balance of the school year.

It is the responsibility of the coach or sponsor to ensure that each student involved in their
interscholastic activity meets these eligibility requirements and to notify the PA Administration
of students who become ineligible immediately.

School Sponsored Activities Eligibility & Discipline
PA administration organizes and/or sponsors both on and off-campus activities. Unless otherwise
specified by the administration, all school rules are in effect in any such school-organized and/or
sponsored activity. Eligibility to participate in such programs and any additional specific policies
will be determined and announced by the administration as needed.

General Expectations
Participation in school-sponsored extracurricular programs at Pioneer Academy is both a
privilege and a responsibility and taking part in them is an excellent way to enrich the learning
experience. The privilege may be revoked for any student who does not follow school rules or is
not in good academic standing. Students are free to choose participation in any of several clubs
and teams sponsored by the school. Pioneer Academy is always looking to expand its
extra-curricular activities to areas of student interest and betterment and welcomes suggestions
for new clubs and teams. All students are encouraged to indulge their interests or try something
new! Students participating in after-school activities will be expected to follow these rules:

● Remain with advisers, coaches or other staff members until dismissal.
● Independently arrange for transportation to arrive promptly at the end of the activity.
● Pioneer Academy is not liable for any issues arising from transporting the students

to and from activities. In order to be able to participate, a student must arrange their
own transportation and fully agree to the rules as outlined in a separate agreement to
be distributed by the Athletic Director.

● Abide by the Pioneer Academy Student Code of Conduct at all times.
● Do not stay after the activity to wait for other students.
● Students are encouraged to show school spirit and design a club T-shirt. The design

must be pre-approved by the administrator by submitting the design and full
description including the request, name of the athletic club or activity. Each request
will be reviewed by the administration on a bi-monthly basis, every 1st and 15th or
the subsequent academic business day. Full cost must be paid by the students.
Please note that the approval is at the full discretion of Pioneer Academy’s
Administration. Upon approval, the Pioneer Academy School Spirit T-shirts may be
worn on Fridays, unless otherwise posted. Every student is still responsible to
comply with the full uniform requirements.

A full list of after-school clubs and activities will be posted at the start of the school year.

Physical Health Clearance
Please note that for certain extra-curricular activities, a health check from a physician indicating
fitness to participate in athletic activities may be required. Please see the relevant activity
coach/adviser or the Director of Athletics for the required forms.
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Student Leadership
Among the highest honors at Pioneer is being appointed or elected to a student leadership
position. Students holding these positions are the core of the school and team spirit and should
assert themselves in challenging, motivating, and integrating members of their respective
extra-curricular activity groups. Such positions include Team Leaders or Team Captains, Student
Government Association (SGA) leadership positions, or other positions which may be required
by various school-sponsored extracurricular activities. Though each position carries with it
differing responsibilities, all carry the same basic expectations:

● To provide leadership both on and off the field.
● To be an example to other students by upholding the Mission of Pioneer Academy,

taking pride in the school, and respecting the expectations of the school community.
● To adhere to the rules of both the school and their extra-curricular activities, to

respect the spirit of such rules, and to address all concerns about rules with the
activity advisers.

● To encourage and expect the same levels of pride and respect for the rules from
fellow students, and to address violations of the same whenever witnessed.

● To maintain a positive attitude and to exhibit and contribute to school spirit at all
times.

● To assist the coaches/advisers with practice/meeting organization and with activities
such as awards assemblies, team get-togethers, and other events.

● To work with faculty and staff to improve the school and make school life fun,
productive, and safe for all members of the Pioneer Academy Community.

Athletics and Clubs
While participation in physical education classes is mandatory, students are encouraged to join sports and
intramural programs offered at Pioneer Academy. These activities serve to challenge students both
mentally and physically while instilling in them a love of healthy competition, the value of teamwork and
cooperation, an understanding of sportsmanship, and a sense of fair play.

Intramurals
These are programs provided to broaden interest in athletics through active competition against
their fellow students within the school in a variety of after-school sports.

Team Sports
Team Sports are highly competitive athletic programs in which schools with sports teams
compete against each other in meets, matches, and games. Tryouts are held by the coaching staff
to choose team members. Medical clearance exams are required for participation.

Clubs and Academic Competitions
Pioneer Academy sponsors diverse clubs and participates in several academic competitions each
year. The clubs serve to broaden interests and encourage the development of well-rounded
students. They also provide enjoyment and variety to the school day. Students may join the clubs
of their choice at the start of the school year. Although clubs are provided for your enjoyment,
each club can only be as good as its members make it. Cooperation and consideration of others is
necessary.

Clubs and Academic Teams
Academic and recreational clubs and teams are provided to allow students to indulge their
interests in various school-sponsored activities through less competitive participation with fellow
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students within the school, or academic challenges against other schools. Usually, these activities
are not athletic, though they may have physical components. Additionally, some clubs may
participate in national or international events.

Academic Competitions
Some individuals or clubs may participate in special events such as academic fairs, chess
matches, debates, talent competitions, science or other academic competitions, robotics
competitions, spelling bees, or other national or international events. Some events may travel to
the competition forum. Please note that the protocols for school travel will be in effect.

Assemblies
Assemblies are periodically scheduled throughout the school year for information sessions, guest
speakers, or other events. Students are expected to report to their seats quickly and quietly.
Attendance will be taken and unauthorized absences will be considered a cut. Proper behavior is
expected at all times.

XVI. Student Rights and Responsibilities
Student Rights

All students have the following rights:
● Participation in School Activities

o To have the opportunity to take part in all school activities on an equal basis
regardless of age, socio-economic stratification, gender, personal lifestyle
preferences, marital status, pregnancy, ethnicity, color, race/haplotype, nationality or
national origin, immigration status, disability, physical traits, creed, religion or any
other category protected by state or federal law.

o To address the school on the same terms as any citizen.
o Students have the right to equal application of rules and consequences, or the right

of freedom from the inequitable application of rules and penalties. However, it
should be noted that conduct falling outside of school regulations may incur a
suspension from participation in school activities.

● Freedom of Expression
o Students are entitled to express their personal opinions verbally, in writing, or by

symbolic speech subject to reasonable limitations. For instance, the expression of
such opinions shall not disrupt school operations, and interfere with the freedom of
others to express themselves, and all written expressions of opinion must be signed
by the author. Any form of expression that involves libel, slander, the use of
obscenity, personal attacks ad hominem, or bullying, or that otherwise disrupts the
educational process, is prohibited. All forms of expression also must be in
compliance with the Student Disciplinary Code and the school dress code, violations
of which are punishable as stated in the Disciplinary Code.

o Student participation in the publication of school-sponsored student newsletters,
yearbooks, literary magazines, and similar publications is encouraged as a learning
and educational experience. These publications, if any, shall be supervised by
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qualified faculty advisers and shall strive to meet high standards of journalism. In
order to maintain consistency with the school's basic educational mission, the
content of such publications be reviewed by school authorities prior to publication.

No person shall distribute any printed or written materials on school property without the prior
permission of the authorized faculty advisers. These advisors may regulate the content of
materials to be distributed on school property to the extent necessary to avoid material and
substantial interference with the requirements of appropriate discipline in the operation of the
school. The advisor may also regulate the time, place, manner, and duration of such distribution.

All students at PA are entitled to the rights guaranteed by the United States Constitution and Bill
of Rights, and their rights will not knowingly be denied by the required code of conduct or by
any disciplinary actions taken by the school. Any student that exhibits any of the unacceptable
student behaviors or Conduct Violations listed in this handbook, or added to this list at a later
date, will suffer immediate consequences. These consequences range from notification of
parents, isolation, detention, and emergency removal from a school activity, to suspension,
expulsion, and criminal prosecution.

In all instances, PA’s policies and procedures governing the due process for suspensions and
expulsions will follow New Jersey Education Law. All students at PA have the right to feel
physically, emotionally, and intellectually safe.

STUDENTS’ RESPONSIBILITIES

Students are expected to:
• be role models for the school 24/7
• uphold the school’s values of professionalism and respect
• be caring and honest,
• do his or her best to learn and master all he/she can,
• respect school rules, regulations, and policies,
• be sure that personal expressions do not interfere with the rights of others,
• follow state law and school policies concerning substance abuse,
• respect and protect the personal and property rights of others and of the school,
• treat all members of the community with full respect, fairness, and courtesy,
• abide by all the expectations of the school and its community,
• follow the prescribed guidelines for participation in school activities, AND
• adhere to due process procedures

STUDENTS’ RIGHTS
Students have the right to:
• feel safe in the school environment,
• take full advantage of the learning opportunities,
• work in an environment free from disruptions,
• express his or her opinions, ideas, thoughts, and concerns subject to the limitations previously
delineated,
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• have a healthy environment that is smoke alcohol, and drug-free,
• use school resources and facilities for self-betterment under appropriate supervision,
• expect courtesy, fairness, and respect from all members of the community,
• be informed of all expectations and responsibilities,
• take part in a variety of school activities, AND
• have the right to due process.

Student/Parent Contract
Students will be asked to sign a Student/Parent contract stating and confirming receipt of,
understanding of, and agreement to adhere to the rules and policies of Pioneer Academy as
detailed in this handbook.

XVII. Parent/Guardian Rights and Responsibilities

General Parent/Guardian Rights
Parents may request formal visits to speak with school personnel and to participate in tours of the
school to see the facilities and the school in operation. Such visits must be approved and
scheduled by the school and may not interfere with the staff or faculty duties or with the
educational environment of the school.

Parents and guardians also have the right to pick up/drop off items from/to their children or to
pick up their children without appointments at any time during the day by signing in at the lobby
and announcing the purpose of their visit.

General Parent/Guardian Responsibilities
It is imperative that parents/guardians update the school in a timely manner when there are
changes or updates to parent/guardian contact information. Failure to inform the school of such
changes or updates may preclude the school from contacting parents for important matters or in
emergency situations. The school cannot be responsible for contacting parents/guardians or for
any negative consequences arising from lack of communication if parent/guardian contact
information has not been accurately and promptly updated.

School Events/Teacher Meetings
Pioneer Academy encourages parents to participate in all school events; however, certain events
are extremely important and are designed to keep parents aware of the needs and progress of
their children, and to provide a forum to discuss concerns, exchange information and advice, and
to give parents a better idea of how the school environment operates. We therefore strongly urge
all parents and guardians to attend all Orientations, Parent-Teacher Conferences, and
Back-to-School nights. We strongly suggest that parents make arrangements and modify their
schedules to attend these events. Parents who cannot attend these events will certainly miss out
on very useful information about both the school and their children.

We also encourage parents to make appointments with teachers and administrative personnel
whenever they feel that more time is needed to address their concerns. Pioneer Academy is
committed to working with parents and students to provide the best education for each student.

Other events such as Family Night, Spring Festival, and any other school events are wonderful
and exciting times when parents may see their children showcase their work. Other events may
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be held throughout the year as well to express appreciation to students and parents. Students are
encouraged by parental involvement in school events and feel pride when their parents see their
efforts and progress.

Emotional & Psychological Needs of Students
As parents and educators, we know that besides the natural whims of youth, every child is
subject to the psychological effects of several factors:

● the challenges of growing up

● pressure from parents, teachers, and society to do well in school

● social pressures by friends and peers

● self-inflicted pressure to achieve acceptance by peers, family, and society

Small children are learning about cause and effect, how to interact with one another, and how to
listen to their teachers. Elementary school students are learning about friendship, sharing, and
self-control, and taking initiative. Middle school students are beginning profound psychological
and physical transitions that strongly affect their emotional states and sometimes their ability to
sympathize—while they are still learning about social structures, and trying simultaneously to fit
in and to be unique. High school students are beginning to feel more and more like adults,
seeking more autonomy while often struggling with judgment, risk, and long-term outlook.

Despite our best efforts to prepare them, every child will struggle with something. For this
reason, it is very important for parents to take an active role in the education and psychological
well-being of their children. Pioneer Academy is honored to be here for your child’s educational
needs; we are also very happy to work with parents to overcome the difficulties that children
have as they advance through school. We strongly suggest the following to promote a healthy
relationship between you and your children, and to maintain awareness of your child’s
psychology.

Be involved in your child’s life.
○ What is my child doing at school and after school?

○ Who is my child spending time with? Where are they? What are they doing?

○ Am I talking to my child regularly, without criticism or pressure?

Look for warning signs.
○ Has my child shown any changes in behavior?

○ Has my child seemed antisocial or depressed?

○ Am I worried about my child? Is my child shutting me out?

Intervene before the problems get bigger. Talk to your children about:
○ Academics: What can I do if I am struggling in school? Who can I talk to?

○ Behavior and Self-Discipline: Behavioral missteps at school may happen with
any child; however, habitually overlooking, justifying, or denying them may
lead to habitual behavioral issues.
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■ Speak to your child about behavioral issues at school and discuss the
reasons the behavior is inappropriate.

■ If the behavior is serious, or has been repeated several times, speak to your
child about creating a plan that will help reduce the incidence of this
behavior.

■ Work with the school to develop a team effort to assist the child in
developing good habits, better self-control, and positive things in which to
channel the student’s energies.

■ Work with the school to establish regular communication between teachers
or counselors to monitor the student’s progress and make adjustments to
any intervention plans.

○ Bullying: Bullying can be deadly. Ask the hard questions. What is it and what
are its effects? What should I do if I am bullied? Why must I never bully? Why
must I report bullying?

○ Depression: Children must know that they are never alone, will never be
judged for their depression, and that there is a way out of whatever situation
they are in. Talk to your children about their feelings regularly so that you can
monitor their psychology. If you notice significant changes, talk about it. Do
not worry about stigmatization; seeing a psychologist may be appropriate and
may save your child. In some cases, it is a minor issue that can be quickly
remedied; in other surprisingly common cases, self-harm, drug use, and/or
violent or suicidal thoughts can result from depression. Seek professional help
immediately if you suspect any of these things. Do not wait until tragedy
strikes.

○ Substance Abuse: Talk to your children about the long- and short-term
dangers of drugs, alcohol, tobacco, vaping, et cetera. If you suspect that your
child may be using one of these or other dangerous substances, speak to him or
her immediately. Counseling and programs can be great for helping children
recover—but you must not waste time. The longer a person uses dangerous
substances, the more harm is done.

○ Sex: What are the risks and how can they be avoided? How can feelings and
pressures be dealt with? It is better for students to learn about these issues from
you than from the internet and/or their friends.

Candid, supportive discussions about these and other difficult issues is critical to maintaining a
healthy relationship with your children and promoting psychological and emotional health.
Unfortunately, many parents are unaware of the fact that their children are at risk, falling under
dangerous influences, battling depression, or engaging in unhealthy activities. Obvious signs
may manifest too late.

Support of School Mission and Methodology
Pioneer Academy encourages and appreciates involvement from all parents and wishes to
incorporate their input as the school endeavors to provide the best, most equitable education for
all of our students. Likewise, we regard our teachers as the most revered, most precious, and
most essential resource in our mission to provide an excellent education to all students. The
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administrative staff is thereby obligated to provide our educators with the resources and support
needed to do their jobs.

This means ensuring that our academic staff has a fair, non-hostile work environment, reasonable
workplace goals, fair evaluations and feedback, required resources, earned trust from the
administration, and reasonable buy-in from parents allowing them the freedom as educators to
provide quality education in accordance with their training, with school policy, and with federal,
state, and municipal laws.

Please note that the student handbook is available to all students and parents online. All parents
and students are mandated to review the full contents and agree to follow all of its rules and
regulations within two weeks of attending Pioneer Academy by "opting-in" as a default. In case
if the student or parent/ guardian disagrees, he/ she and his or her family notify the school in
writing, which will disqualify the student from attending Pioneer Academy. The school is not
liable for any potential issues arising from the student attending the school at his or her own risk.
Please note that the Student Handbook is in effect for the full duration of the academic year.
Pioneer Academy reserves the right to make changes periodically as needed.

The provision of an excellent education is impossible without the buy-in and support of the
parents. It requires agreement on three issues:

1. Trust from the Parents

2. Courtesy & Professionalism

3. Observation of Applicable Laws, Accepted Protocols, and School Policy

1. Trust from the Parents
Parents must trust the teacher and the school to provide educational services without
unreasonable or exceptional demands. Our teachers choose their profession and are trained to
educate students; they are excited and happy to be in the classroom; their administration and
colleagues trust them as educators. This does not mean they are not held to exacting standards;
staff members failing to meet such standards will be disciplined appropriately. However, not all
aspects of classroom work and formative assessments are observable by the parents; such
assessments are, however, either graded or used as diagnostics.

We understand that it is normal and reasonable to have questions and to desire clarification.
Methods of evaluation, grading policies, and class requirements can be explained by the teachers
or by the Director of Curriculum & Assessment or by the Dean of Academics; this can be
requested via a patient, courteous email, or face-to-face meetings made by appointment. If
parents or students are not satisfied with the education being provided or the remedies offered by
the school in good faith as a response to concerns tendered by the parents, we urge them to make
an appointment with the administration at their earliest convenience. The best interests of the
student, the parents, and the school are served by discussing how to resolve and concerns as soon
as possible.

2. Courtesy & Professionalism
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Civility Towards Teachers and School Personnel
Civility towards our faculty and staff is expected. Please understand that teachers have a
demanding, high-energy job involving a great deal of planning and work.

Curriculum-writing; lesson planning; teaching, differentiating, and providing for individual
needs in the classroom; entertaining, counseling, coaching, intervening, encouraging students at
all times; attending professional development; assignment design, creation, and grading;
organizing, preparing for, and participating in school events; preparing for parent-teacher
conferences; responding to parent emails and inquiries; addressing non-academic student needs
and problems; tutoring and mentoring; running clubs; serving on school and board committees;
meeting to determine how to improve the school’s education and offerings…

The above is an incomplete list of a teacher’s typical duties and responsibilities. While the
workload is high, they love and appreciate the opportunity to do it all for their students. In most
cases, it is best to communicate with the teacher directly to find mutually agreed upon solutions
to any issues which may have arisen; unfortunately, teachers may not be able to reply to every
e-mail or telephone call immediately, but will usually respond within a few days. Pioneer
Academy always welcomes parental involvement and communication. Nonetheless, teachers
have no obligation to reply to emails or telephone calls during their non-working hours;
therefore, a teacher response time of 24-48 hours per e-mail is considered reasonable by the
administration. If no response is received within 24-48 hours, please contact the administration.

Regardless of the circumstances or rationale, employees of Pioneer Academy shall never be
subjected to harassment, inappropriate behavior, or interference/coercion in the performance of
their professional duties by anyone in or out of the school community at any time. This includes
parents, students, other employees, affiliates of the school, and anyone coming into direct or
virtual contact with Pioneer Academy Employees.

Inappropriate behavior includes: verbal abuse, such as speaking in excess of civil conversational
tones/loudness; verbal, recorded, written, and/or electronically transmitted communication of any
kind containing abusive language such as profanity, threats or insults, and/or upbraiding; making
false, questionable, or misleading statements about the school or school personnel; repeated or
continuous badgering; rallying, inciting, or encouraging others to attack, berate, or undermine
school personnel; repeatedly making excessive demands for special treatment or exceptions from
school policies and rules; any communication likely to cause an adverse effect in the person
being addressed or referred to.

Employees of Pioneer Academy are neither required nor expected to remain in any forum or
meeting in which inappropriate behavior is directed towards them; furthermore, they are not
obligated to reply to any communication deemed inappropriate or deemed to contain
inappropriate elements. The school retains the right to deny a parent the opportunity to meet
with a teacher or school official if the parent has a pattern of being disrespectful, unprofessional
or abusive. The school also has a right to deny a student future enrollment if the family is not
deemed to be a good fit for the school and is regularly unsatisfied with the school despite its best
efforts.

Civility Towards Parents and Guardians
Pioneer Academy is determined to support the interests and rights of parents and guardians.

The school expects all parents and guardians to treat each other with courtesy and respect. As
parents/guardians and educators, the display of proper and exemplary behavior to the students is
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critical. We encourage any parents/guardians who feel that they are being harassed or otherwise
mistreated by any other parents/guardians to report the behavior to the school administration so
that a resolution can be determined and implemented.

Civility Towards Students and Minors
Parents and Guardians are understandably protective of their children and passionate about the
interests of their children. However, it is imperative that parents refrain from potentially harmful
behavior directed towards students and minors present at Pioneer Academy. Whether physical,
verbal, written, virtual, or other, directing comments which are likely to offend, insult,
intimidate, shame, or psychologically harm children is both strictly prohibited by school policy
and by law, and is immoral. Likewise, any and all physical contact with students and minors who
are not family members is prohibited and unlawful. Law enforcement will be contacted in these
circumstances.

The Pioneer Academy Administration takes seriously its obligation to protect its personnel,
students, and community members from harassment and inappropriate behavior from anyone.
Steps taken by the school may include the following responses by the Pioneer Academy
Administration:

• the suspension of standard privileges and benefits;

• the suspension of access to, or communication with non-administrative faculty and
staff;

• the retraction of invitations and/or permission to participate in non-academic
activities;

• the suspension or barring of individuals from Pioneer Academy facilities and
resources;

• the cancellation of offerings, discounts or scholarships;

• the termination of some or all services provided by Pioneer Academy;

• cancellation of enrollment without the refund of tuition;

• legal action/litigation;

• referral to law-enforcement

Parents are urged to make an appointment with the administration to address any outstanding
concerns or issues they may have regarding school personnel. If you believe someone has acted
inappropriately, please contact the school administration as soon as possible.

3. Observation of Applicable Laws, Accepted Protocols, and School Policy
The decision to enroll at Pioneer Academy is an agreement to accept the policies of the school.
In many cases, these policies are specific to the school; in others, they are also a reflection of
State or Federal law.

Privacy Policy and Freedom of Information
Student Information and Records
Parents/guardians and adult students are advised that they have the right to review their student
records. Pioneer will be guided by N.J.S.A. 18A: 36-19 and N.J.A.C. 6A:32-7.1 et seq.
regarding access to pupil records. Such requests must be directed to the school principal for prior
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approval.

All student information and records are strictly confidential and will not be shared with any
individual or institution except as otherwise permitted or required by law.. Pioneer Academy will
never sell any personally identifiable student, parent, or guardian information to any third party.
Pioneer Academy may, however, share your information with certain entities in specific
situations. These situations include:

● The processing of payment information: We may share your information with
companies required to process your payments to Pioneer Academy. These
companies may include credit card companies that you use to pay or other financial
institutions which may provide services for you.

● The provision of services requested by you: We may share your information with
other entities if required to fulfill requests by you or to improve services provided to
you by Pioneer Academy. In these instances, you will be notified of the need to
share your information.

● Database administration: Companies who assist us with the creation or management
of our information systems may have access to your information.

● Law Enforcement, Safety, and Legal Requirements: Your information may be
provided to law enforcement agencies as required by law, if we believe that you
have engaged in unlawful activities or violated our policies, or if we believe that the
provision of such information will aid law-enforcement in the investigation of
unlawful activities. We may also provide any information to law enforcement for the
purpose of protecting the rights, property, or safety of you or other individuals.

● Court and Legal Defense: We may share your information as required or permitted
to satisfy court orders, subpoenas, or other legal processes; we may also share
information to exercise our legal rights and for defense against legal claims,
potential or actual, which have been or may be brought against Pioneer Academy.

Public Relations and Advertising
There may be occasions when students will be photographed or recorded on video participating
in various school functions. These photographs and videos may be used for public relations
and/or school advertisement purposes. If students DO NOT WISH FOR THEIR IMAGES TO
BE USED BY THE SCHOOL, parents or students over the age of eighteen must notify the Dean
of Students in writing within the first week of attendance.

Student/Parent Contract
Parents will be asked to sign a Student/Parent contract stating and confirming receipt of,
understanding of, and agreement to adhere to the rules and policies of Pioneer Academy as
detailed in this handbook.

Intent to Return Forms
Each winter, your family will receive an Intent to Return Re-Enrollment Form to reserve your
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child’s seat at our school for the next year. If the re-enrollment form along with a deposit is not
completed by March 1st of the current academic year for the upcoming year’s enrollment, your
child’s seat may not be guaranteed and the seat may be given to another student.

XVIII. School Rights and Responsibilities

School Responsibilities

Mission
Pioneer Academy fosters an inclusive environment, with state-of-the-art facilities, for students to
grow in knowledge through a rigorous curriculum grounded in ethical principles and
multicultural awareness, inspired by engaging faculty.

Vision
We aim to inspire curious, creative, compassionate, and committed global citizens through
intellectual growth and personal excellence within an ethical framework. We celebrate the
pursuit of knowledge as inseparable from the development of character.

In the constant pursuit of these goals, Pioneer Academy has developed several policies which
require the support of all members of the Pioneer Academy community. We are committed to
doing the following on behalf of the students:
1. The school will work with parents and guardians to achieve the best education for the

student.
2. The school will listen to the concerns of the students and parents and attempt to meet

reasonable requests.
3. The school will review and update policies to further the goals of excellent education, safety,

health, and efficiency.
4. The school will treat all students justly and without prejudice regarding age, socio-economic

stratification, gender, personal lifestyle preferences, marital status, pregnancy, ethnicity,
color, race/haplotype, nationality or national origin, immigration status, disability, physical
traits, creed, religion or any other category protected by law.

5. By law, the school is obligated to report any instances of suspected child abuse or neglect to
the proper authorities.

Please see below for some additional policy guidelines.

Application of Rules:
Pioneer Academy has in place rules and regulations meant to ensure the fairest, most effective
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means of achieving its objectives of providing top-tier education. There shall be no exceptions to
rules and all rules shall be applied equally to all students to the extent possible. No school is
perfect, and no rules can be enforced 100%; nevertheless, every effort will be made to apply the
same rules equitably to all students irrespective of circumstance.

Enrollment Policy:
Before enrolling your child at PA there are several things you must do:
1. Read through and become familiar with the Policies. You will be required to sign a form or
forms that indicate you have read, understand, and agree to ALL the policies as outlined.
2. All appropriate forms must be filled out, signed, and on file before admission. All necessary
forms/consents will be given to you in your admission package.

Contacting Instructors:
Instructors are not permitted to use class time to meet, converse, or respond to parental inquiries
unless an appointment has been made. Pioneer Academy makes every effort to make teachers
and administrators available to parents wishing to voice concerns. Additionally, parent-teacher
conferences are organized specifically for that purpose.

Disability Accommodations
Pioneer Academy welcomes all students of all abilities and is happy to provide for the needs of
the ability-compromised students to the extent of the school’s capabilities. Disability
accommodations will be provided if such accommodations are feasible, reasonable, and unlikely
to disrupt normal classroom management and/or teaching. It must be noted, however, that
requests for disability accommodations will be considered only if the following requirements are
met:

1 Students for whom disability accommodations are requested must be evaluated by a
certified, licensed professional, such as a physician, psychologist, psychiatrist,
occupational therapist, social worker, speech and language specialist, or other licensed,
and certified professionals recognized by the state as qualified to make such
evaluations.

2 All requests must be accompanied by an official, professional letter summarizing the
student’s evaluation, stating the specific diagnosis, the reasons accommodations are
needed, and prescribing the specific accommodations required for the student to
participate equitably in school.

3 The original, official, professional diagnosis letter, written by the professional or the
facility that actually conducted the evaluation must be submitted; no evaluations by
proxy or third-party certifications of evaluations will be accepted in lieu of the original
evaluation letter. Original documents will be scanned or copied, then returned.

4 In certain cases, Pioneer Academy may not have the facilities, resources or personnel
to accommodate the needs of some students. For such cases, the school recommends
seeking out specialty schools or public schools with facilities designed with special
needs students in mind and personnel trained specifically to address their needs.

Special Education:
Pioneer Academy does not provide special education services at this time. Please consult your
local public school for more information on available programs.

Early Graduation Consideration:
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Pioneer may permit students to graduate early in extenuating circumstances if the following
criteria are met.

GPA Requirement: The student must have a minimum 3.5 cumulative unweighted GPA at
Pioneer Academy. The pupil must have been a full-time student at Pioneer from the inception of
the 9th /10th grade}
Course Credits: The pupil must meet the graduation requirements with a minimum of 130
credits to graduate early.
Course Approval: Courses to be taken outside of Pioneer’s curriculum and to be recognized for
credit need prior approval from the Head of School or designee.
Parental Request: The application for early graduation must originate from a parent or
guardian. The request must be submitted to the Head of School and Upper School Principal no
later than October 1st.
Additional Fees: Early graduation may result in the family being assessed incur extra
fees/tuition charges, to be explained in detail to the family upon reviewing the application.

Early graduation is a significant decision and should be discussed thoroughly by the student and
their family. For more information or to submit a request, please contact our administration
office.

Termination of Services
Pioneer Academy is a private school and therefore is not subject to the same laws as the public
school systems. As such, please note that the school may choose to discontinue services to
anyone at any time for any reason (except for discrimination against protected groups).

Termination of services may result from situations including but not limited to the
following:
1 Consistent or repeated failure by student or parent/guardian to adhere to school policy

and/or rules, and/or applicable law;
2 Consistent, repeated, or egregiously disruptive and/or inappropriate behavior by the

student;
3 Consistent, repeated, or egregiously disruptive and/or inappropriate behavior by

parents/guardians;
4 Failure to respect staff, teachers, directors, supplies, the building & its grounds;
5 The behavior of the child, which is harmful to the physical or emotional well-being of

the other children and/or staff; Pioneer Academy has the right to terminate a contract
without notice in the case of harm to other children and/or staff, or a dangerous
situation due to any action that the child or parent/guardian has caused intentionally or
otherwise.

6 Failure to abide by PA Policies;
7 PA may revoke the enrollment of the Student and dismiss the Student from PA if the

Student’s progress is unsatisfactory or if PA is unable to meet the needs of the Student
as determined in the sole judgment of the principal.

8 False or incomplete information on the application, enrollment forms, and/or other
forms requested by the school;

9 Failure to disclose information critical to the well-being and/or educational needs of
the student;
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10 Non-Payment of tuition fees
11 PA reserves the right to immediately end school instruction and student care for

non-payment. Per the PA contractual agreement, the full amount of the tuition is
obligated and earned upon the enrollment of the Student and no refund is due or
payable upon the withdrawal, transfer, or dismissal of the Student during the academic
year.

Pioneer Academy may withhold or refrain from releasing/sending transcripts and/or student
records due to non-payment of tuition fees until such time as all fees are paid and up-to-date.

Financial and Payment Policies

At PA, we confidently state that we do not offer reserved places to our candidates. Enrolled
students are accountable for all dues mentioned in their contract, and we trust them to take
complete responsibility for the same. No refunds are given for late arrivals or early departures.
All education services must be acquired through a contract, which is a legally binding document
that mandates both parties to fulfill their obligations. It is imperative that the terms of the
agreement are strictly followed by all parties involved. There are other requirements in the
contract. PA urges you to thoroughly read the contract and parent handbook and recognize that
they are legally binding, and you will be held liable for each item in the contract. By signing the
contract, you are accepting it in all its terms.

A non-refundable Registration Fee and Resources, Technology and Activity Fee will be payable
upon enrollment at PA. A slot at PA will be considered open until the required fees are received.
After payment is received, PA will hold your class spot for your specified start date. Students
must start within two weeks of the proposed start date to maintain a secured class spot.

School payments can be made in the following four ways:

• Online Payment Option (Highly recommended)
• Wire Payments
• Credit Card - Please note that a convenience fee of 3% is charged for credit card payments.
• Check - Payable to Pioneer Academy -must be handed in person to the Account Receivables
Specialist or placed in the safety box located at the South Entrance Reception Area.
• Cash - Must be handed in person to the Account Receivable Specialist.

Parents may take care of monetary obligations by bank account, debit/credit card, check, or cash.
Checks should be made payable to "Pioneer Academy". There will be a minimum $25 charge for
any check returned to the school by the bank.

Refund, Delinquency, and Cancellation:

Parents agree that the total amount of the tuition and fees are obligated and earned upon the
student’s enrollment. No refund is due or payable upon the student’s withdrawal, transfer, or
dismissal except as expressly provided below.
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Refunds may only be possible for out-of-state relocations when required evidence is provided.
The required evidence is a letter from the employer, an enrollment letter from the out-of-state
school, and a lease or purchase agreement for housing for an out-of-state location. When the
school approves the evidence, the refund for relocation may be provided as follows:

· The registration fee and the enrollment deposit are non-refundable without
exception.
· 75% of the proportioned annual tuition (tuition based on the remaining school days
in the academic calendar) is refundable if a student relocates to an out-of-state location
before October 1st.
· 50% of the proportioned annual tuition (tuition based on the remaining school days
in the academic calendar) is refundable if a student relocates to an out-of-state location
before November 15th.
· 25% of the proportioned annual tuition (tuition based on the remaining school days
in the academic calendar) is refundable if a student relocates to an out-of-state location
before January 31st.
· No refund for any relocation after February 1

Please note that processing a refund takes time and, as per standard protocol, Pioneer Academy
will process the refund at the end of the academic year.

Delinquency in tuition payments will result in the disabling of a student’s access to Alma, our
education management system. Long-term delinquency will result in the student’s withdrawal
from Pioneer Academy.

· On the 30th day after a missed tuition payment, the student’s access to Alma will be
disabled. Access will be granted when all past-due payments are paid.
· On the 60th day after a missed tuition payment, the student will be withdrawn from
Pioneer Academy. Any future enrollment in Pioneer Academy will be disallowed until all
past-due balances are paid in full.

Failure to pay tuition may result in a referral to a collections agency. In the event that the account
becomes delinquent for more than 30 days, the parents/guardians also agree to pay a late fee of
$50 per month on any balance due, as well as all reasonable collection costs (not to exceed 50%
of balance) court costs, attorney fees and interest/late fees accrued with the collection of this
account.

If you select a monthly payment plan for tuition payment and owe any payments at the time of
withdrawal based on the above withdrawal intervals, all outstanding tuition will be due at the
time of the withdrawal.

XIX. Pioneer Academy Regulations and Discipline System
Students at Pioneer Academy are expected to behave in a civil, courteous manner whether on
campus or off campus, including, but not limited to any school sponsored events or activities. In
doing so, they will contribute to their own success and that of others. To encourage those
desirable characteristics, the school has set forth this “Code of Conduct.” All students are
expected to live by and live up to these ten points.
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Discipline System
Code of Conduct
Students are implored to take the first step in the path to success by making this personal
commitment and agreeing to:

● show respect to everyone.

● not be violent in speech or action.

● not cheat, steal or tolerate those who do.

● maintain academics as my primary goal while here at Pioneer Academy.

● be honest in his or her actions and relationships.

● always strive to make his or her family proud.

● attend school and classes on time regularly.

● accept the consequences if he or she makes a mistake and try to correct any
problems I caused.

● always strive to do his or her personal best.

● do his or her best to help those around me through honesty and integrity.

● recognize that he or she is a unique individual and strive to apply my talents to
make Pioneer Academy a better place and a better school.

School-wide Rules:
1. Respect yourself and others.
2. Follow directions the first time.
3. Be prepared for each class.
4. Keep yourself to yourself.
5. Transition quickly and quietly.

In the Cafeteria:
1. No loitering in the cafeteria.
2. Push-in chairs after eating.
3. Keep tables, chairs, and floors clean.
4. Talk in a normal voice (classroom voice).
5. No backpacks allowed in the cafeteria.
6. Dispose of trays, trash, and debris in trash cans.
7. Keep hands, feet, personal belongings, and food to yourself.
8. Keep cafeteria lines orderly. No pushing, no running, and no cutting in line.
9. Students who mutilate or deface school property will be fined an amount necessary to cover
the cost of restoring the damaged property, as well as receiving appropriate disciplinary action.

At Group Assemblies
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Team or grade school assemblies are held for the benefit of the students and the faculty. Courtesy
will be shown to those in charge of and participating in the program. Misbehaving students will
be removed and may lose their privilege to attend assemblies in the future.

Regarding Technology Equipment in Computer Labs, Media Center or Laptop Carts
Students should respect all of the technological equipment. Any mishandling or tampering with
computers, SMART Boards, or systems may result in losing computer privileges at school. In
addition, disciplinary action, including suspension, may occur for situations considered serious
by the school administration. Any damage, requiring repair to hardware or software will result in
financial charges being assessed. Students shall not alter or attempt to alter school or private
property, including technology hardware and software. Students may not bring computer
software to campus to be used on school computers without prior approval from the school
administration. Students are not allowed to instant message, email, write BLOGs or visit
personal websites on school computers. Students should not bring food items or beverages into
the classroom setting.

In the Halls, Lavatories, Media Center
Students are not permitted in the halls during class periods unless they are accompanied by a
teacher or have a hall pass from an authorized staff member. Students who are found in the halls
without passes will be subject to disciplinary action. Hallways and lavatories are areas used by
all members of PA. Because everyone uses these areas, there are rules of conduct that all students
must follow:

1. Do not roughhouse, push, or wrestle.
2. You may not eat or drink in halls and lavatories.
3. You may not run in the halls, lunchroom, and lavatories.
4. Do not leave belongings on the floor outside your locker.
5. You may not use any profane or vulgar language while in these areas.
7. You may not loiter in the halls, lunchroom, lavatories, or media center.
8. Make sure you clean up after yourself and appropriately dispose of all trash.
9. Report any leaks, spills, or other problems in the lavatory to a teacher or the office.
10. You may not yell, scream, hit lockers, or make excessive noise while in these areas.
During an Emergency
Fire, intruder, and tornado drills are held at different intervals throughout the school year.
Students must follow their teachers' instructions and go to designated areas as quickly as
possible. Students must not talk, run or push. A signal bell or announcement will be given for
returning to class.

Description of Disciplinary Actions

Pioneer Academy reserves the right to impose a range of disciplinary consequences depending
upon, among other things, the severity of the infraction, prior disciplinary history and age/grade
level of the offending student. Pupils are also reminded that they are a reflection of the school at
all times and should be mindful about their off campus conduct and social media use that may
reflect negatively upon themselves or the school. Pioneer Academy may discipline students for
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off campus conduct that impacts the school or reflects negatively upon it in any way. The range
of penalties include the following:

Withholding of Privileges
The student may be denied an opportunity to partake in school-related activities and/or events as
deemed appropriate by the administrator.

Administrative Lunch Detention
An administrator may assign administrative lunch detention to a student who fails to comply
with school rules. Parents will be sent a notification when administrative lunch detention is
assigned. All administrative lunch detentions are documented on the student’s permanent
discipline record.

In-School Suspension
In-School Suspension is a formal disciplinary action that can only be assigned by the PA
administrator and requires written correspondence to parents. In-school days of suspension may
increase on successive occasions where it becomes necessary for the same student to be placed in
in-school suspension. All students under in-school suspension are prohibited from participating
in after-school activities and are therefore required to leave the school campus immediately upon
dismissal. Disciplinary Referral Forms resulting in In-school suspension assignments will be
recorded on the student’s discipline transcript.

Out-of-School Suspension
Out-of-School Suspension is a formal disciplinary action that can only be assigned by the PA
administrator and requires written correspondence to parents. Out-of-school suspension may
increase on successive occasions where it becomes necessary for the same student to be
suspended from school. A meeting between a parent and an administrator is required prior to the
return to PA of any student serving an out-of-school suspension. All students under out-of-school
suspension are prohibited from participating in after-school activities and therefore are not
allowed to come on the school campus. Students who receive an out-of-school suspension will
not be able to participate in any overnight field trips for the rest of the school year and any fees
or deposits paid earlier are non-refundable. Out-of-school suspension assignments will be
notated on the student’s discipline transcript.

Expulsion
Expulsion is the disenrollment of a pupil and discontinuance of educational services. For severe
disciplinary infractions or for repeated violations of the school’s behavioral expectations, the
school may expel a student from school. Should a student be expelled, there is no refund for the
unused portion of tuition.
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Cause for Suspension or Expulsion

Conduct that constitutes cause for suspension or expulsion includes, but is not limited to, the
following:

a. Continued and willful disobedience
b. Open defiance of the authority of any teacher or person having

authority over the student
c. Conduct of such character as to constitute a continuing danger to the

physical well-being of other students, faculty, or member of the
community

d. Physical assault upon another student or staff member
e. Taking, or attempting to take, personal property or money from

another student, or from the student’s presence, by means of force or
fear

f. Willfully causing, or attempting to cause, damage to school property
or the property of others

g. Unauthorized occupancy of any school building or school property
h. Knowing possession or knowing consumption of alcoholic beverages,

tobacco products, e-cigarettes, juuls, nicotine products, marijuana or
controlled dangerous substances on school premises, or being under
the influence of alcoholic beverages, marijuana or controlled
dangerous substances while on school premises or at school sponsored
events.

i. Exhibiting disrespectful behavior toward anyone on any basis,
included but not limited to differences in race, sex, sex orientation,
gender identity, religion, physical ability, or analogous differences

j. Harassment, intimidation, or bullying, including cyberbullying
k. Cheating/plagiarism
l. Accumulation of demerits as set forth below.

Academic and/or Behavioral Contract
Students who have been given consequences based on Step 4 of the disciplinary cycle in any
category will be asked to enter into an academic and behavioral agreement. Failure to sign the
agreement by the parent and/or student will not hinder the school administration from taking any
further actions.
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Teacher Intervention Process for Classroom Misconduct
The teacher, in response to minor disciplinary problems in the classroom, will take the following
steps when students fail to abide by the established behavioral expectations:

Verbal Warning (Information of the rule, non-verbal, verbal or written warnings)
Students who create classroom disruptions and/or fail to meet behavioral expectations will be
given a verbal warning – they will be identified by name, told what they are/aren’t doing
properly, instructed how they need to correct the situation. Verbal warnings may or may not be
entered on PA SIS (ALMA) for parental viewing.

Removal from or Private Conference with Pupil
Students who do not properly respond to the first step of a verbal warning may be removed from
the classroom and given a Disciplinary Referral Form for defiance of authority or failure to
follow direction. The length of time removed from the classroom can be determined solely by the
teacher and may differ for each situation. Isolations will be entered on PA Connect for parental
viewing and students will receive demerit points after each Isolation in Classroom or Private
Conference.

Intervention Referral Forms
If misbehavior continues after the first two steps, the teacher will complete an Intervention
Referral Form and send the student to the Intervention Room. The student will remain in the
Intervention Room for the rest of the period. The Intervention Room is considered an extension
of the classroom. During the student’s visit, the Intervention Specialist will counsel the student
with regard to the cited offense. If the Intervention Specialist determines that additional counsel
or parent contact is needed, he/she may do any or all of the following:

1. Contact the parent(s)/guardian(s)
2. Refer the student to the Counselor
3. Refer the student to the Resource Teacher
4. Refer the student to the Dean of Students or Vice Principal
5. Refer the student to the Preliminary Student Support Team (PSST).

Intervention Referral Forms will not be noted on a student’s permanent discipline transcript.
However, they will be entered on PA SIS for parental viewing and students will receive 2
Conduct Points for each Intervention Referral Form they receive.

Minor Violations that may result in a Verbal Warning, Isolation, or Intervention Referral
1. Excessive talking
2. Pencil pops, spitballs
3. Throwing objects in class
4. Verbal exchanges, arguing
5. Failure to follow classroom instructions
6. Classroom disruptions (out of seat, not participating, etc.)
7. Unprepared for class
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Additional Conduct Information
It is our belief that good discipline is one of the cornerstones of a good education, and that to
ensure good discipline a close cooperative relationship must exist between the home and the
school. It is our goal to provide close communication with parents at the onset of any discipline
problems, so that together we can find alternatives for students and they can experience success
in relationships at home and school.

For this discipline program to be successful, students must make choices for themselves and be
responsible for their own behavior, as well as, for their academic performance. Students who
make poor choices cannot, and should not, place blame on the environment, parents, the school,
and/or peers. All persons involved in committing, planning, participating, helping, advising,
encouraging, or benefiting in the violation of a rule or code of conduct are parties to the
violation. While the school will help students develop good decision-making skills, ultimately,
the future is determined by each student's own actions. The procedures in the discipline program
will be followed in a fair and consistent manner.

Responsibility for Individual Actions or Choices
It is expected that every individual will accept responsibility for his/her own actions, whether
intentional or unintentional. Often harm caused to other persons or their possessions is
unintentional, or the result of careless behavior. This, however, does not excuse or diminish the
personal responsibility of the student (and/or his/her parent/guardian) to make appropriate
restitution. When known and verified by an administrator, any harm caused to another will be
reported to parents. PA, its employees, and/or the Board of Directors do not assume any liability
for the intentional or unintentional harm caused by any student to another individual or his/her
possessions.

PA has as its goal to help every student fulfill his/her intellectual, social, physical and emotional
potential. Everything in and about the school has been designed to create an orderly and
distraction-free environment in which all students can learn effectively and pleasantly. To foster
this kind of learning environment, the PA administrators and teachers shall not allow
inappropriate, distractive, or disorderly behaviors to occur during school, on school property, or
at any school-sponsored activities. Students who continuously disregard the code of conduct may
be recommended to the Board of Directors for expulsion.

Our ultimate goal is to develop in students a sense of responsibility and self-discipline. Firm but
fair is the basis for this system-wide discipline program. Guidelines are provided in order to
foster mutual respect and cooperation within the school setting. PA takes seriously its
responsibility to educate its students in a safe and drug-free school where they are free from fear
of harm or intimidation. Weapons, drugs, and gang activity will not be tolerated. Students, who
violate PA rules, or State laws related to these offenses, will be suspended or expelled from
school. Violators will also be reported to the police and may be arrested. These rules apply to all
students at school or school-sponsored activities, including field trips and on buses, athletic
fields, stadiums, parking lots, and other sites used for school-sponsored activities.

Minor Violation Discipline Procedures
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Minor violations in or outside of the classroom will be handled by the issuance of Conduct
Points. Students’ violations will be recorded by the teachers or other staff with the help of a
computerized Conduct Log system. Conduct points can be given anywhere in the school by any
school employee. Parents and students will have online access to the recorded information at PA
SIS (ALMA).

Repetitive minor violations recorded in the ALMA student information system will result in a
student being classified as a student with Continuous Disciplinary Infractions. Appropriate
support will be provided to resolve behavior issues within the Student Support Team (SST)
problem-solving framework. However, the principal may refer students with Continuous
Disciplinary Infractions to the Board of Directors to be expelled from the school to protect the
learning environment of other students at any time during the SST process.

Major Violation Discipline Procedures (Class II-IV Offenses)
Major violations of the student code of conduct result in a Disciplinary Referral Form. The
Disciplinary Referral Forms are investigated and consequences are assigned by the administrator.
Parents are notified of the consequences by either a phone call, email, PA SIS (ALMA), notice
letter sent by a student, or US mail. Assignments of consequences are progressive. In general,
each disciplinary referral advances the student to the next step in the Major Violation Discipline
Cycle and violations may have higher consequences if committed at a higher cycle step.
Consequence ranges on the Major Violation Discipline Cycle cover most of the major violations.
However, it cannot cover all possible examples for violating the listed offenses. Therefore, the
school administration may impose consequences that are not listed if warranted by individual
circumstances. Any item that is deemed unsafe, inappropriate, or hazardous to persons or
property may be confiscated by school personnel. Offenses not covered by the Discipline Cycle
are handled by the school administration in accordance with federal and state laws. Progressive
discipline may also be bypassed for offenses that are severe or egregious.

At the discretion of the administration, heavier or lighter consequences may be assigned if
warranted by individual circumstances.

The consequence may be one of the following, according to the seriousness of the misbehavior,
and not necessarily in this order:

● Withholding of Privileges
● Administrative Warning / Assign Conduct Point
● Student / Administrator Conference
● Student / Teacher / Administrator Conference
● Student / Teacher / Parent / Administrator Conference
● Administrative Lunch Detention
● Referral to Preliminary Student Support Team (PSST)
● In-School Suspension
● Out of School Suspension
● Option to Withdraw
● Expulsion

Intermediate Violations (Class II Offenses)
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Intermediate acts of misconduct are more serious or disruptive examples of the offenses in Class
I. Class II also includes repeated acts of misconduct from Class I and acts directed against people
or property that do not seriously endanger the health or safety of others. The misconduct must be
reported to the appropriate school administrator for disciplinary action.

Major Violations (Class III Offenses)
Class III infractions are major acts of misconduct. They include repeated misconduct acts from
Class II; serious disruptions of school order; threats to the health, safety, and property of others;
and other acts of serious misconduct. The misconduct must be reported right away to the school
administrator, who may remove the student from the school or activity immediately.

Zero Tolerance Violations (Class IV Offenses)
Class IV acts of misconduct are the most serious. Students who have been found to have
committed the following offenses on school grounds, a school bus, school-sponsored
transportation or at a school bus stop, or during a school-sponsored function or activity shall be
recommended for expulsion by the school principal or designee, receive the most severe
consequences and be referred to the appropriate law enforcement agency:

High school students will be subject to the consequences of accumulating demerits associated
with the infraction committed. Infractions are divided into two categories: Minor Infractions and
Major Infractions.

● Minor Infractions may carry consequences such as detention, temporary suspension of
privileges, parent/guardian conferences, and extra assignments or tasks.

● Major infractions may carry all the consequences of Minor Infractions plus additional
consequences such as permanent revocation of privileges, levying of fines, and
suspension, expulsion, or arrest by local law enforcement.

Please note that excessive accumulation of demerits may also lead to poor Character Education
grades, disqualification from eligibility to hold certain student positions/receive certain awards,
and revocation of permission to participate in events, activities, clubs, and sports.

Please note the following:
● Every undesirable behavior results in a specified number of demerits.
● A teacher may give points only once for the same incident each class period. The

teacher shall fill out a Discipline Referral Form if the same disciplinary problem
continues, then contact the Dean of Students.

● Failing to attend an After School Detention without any confirmed excuse may
result in a 1-day in-school suspension.

● Repeated failure to fulfill disciplinary sanctions will result in escalated disciplinary
action.

● Excessive accruement of Demerit Points may, at the discretion of school officials,
result in expulsion from school.

● Certain offenses may be referred to law enforcement and result in prosecution in a
court of law.

Demerit Accumulation Chart
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Demerit Accumulation Consequence

 0-9 Demerits Warnings/Temporary Privileges Loss

10 Demerits First Detention

20 Demerits Second Detention

30 Demerits Third Detention and Parent Conference

40 Demerits Fourth Detention

50 Demerits

Suspension, 1-Day and conference for
Probation Placement and Provisional Re
enrollment candidacy

100 Demerits
Suspension, 2-Day- Candidate for
PRovisional re-enrollment

150 Demerits Suspension, 3-Day

200 Demerits Expulsion

250 Demerits Expulsion, LE* Referral

300 Demerits Expulsion, LE* Referral, NO APPEALS

VIOLATIONS AND CONSEQUENCES
Tobacco Products/E-cigarettes
Possession, distribution, smoking, or any other use of any kind of tobacco or e-cigarette product
is forbidden by Pioneer Academy. A first offense will be treated as a finable offense and will be
dealt with by the adviser and the Dean of Students. Parents will be notified of the offense and the
consequences, which may include fines of up to $1,000.00. A second or third violation will also
result in fines, suspension, and possible expulsion from the school. Possession of a lit tobacco
product in a school building is considered an open flame and is a fire hazard. The financial
burden of any fines, penalties, damages, or problems incurred by Pioneer Academy due to the
use of smoking materials will be passed on to the student and the student’s parents/guardians. A
list of guidelines with regard to prohibitions is below.

● Students are not permitted to smoke at any time in school buildings, or anywhere
within school boundaries, on school buses, on school-sponsored trips, or during
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school-sponsored off-site activities.

● Possession of smoking paraphernalia (including e-cigarettes) or other
tobacco-related products, such as pipes or cigarette rolling papers, lighters, smoking
filters, cigarette holders or cases, cigar box humidors, or cigar cutters while on
school property is prohibited.

● The possession, distribution, and use of alternative smoking materials such as
electronic cigarettes, personal vaporizers, e-liquids, hookahs, or hookah materials, et
cetera, are prohibited.

● Materials and drugs used to stop smoking, such as nicotine gum, patches, and related
items may not be used without the permission of the school nurse and the
administration.

● The school administrators shall notify the students and their parents/guardians of
these rules in the following manner:

● Letters sent to the home;

● Assemblies with the students;

● Statements over the public address system;

● Signs at entrances prohibiting smoking during school events and on school
grounds at all times

Controlled Substances, Marijuana and Alcohol
The use or sale/distribution of alcohol, marijuana and controlled substances by students is both
illegal and strictly prohibited at Pioneer Academy whether on campus or off-campus including
at any school activity, and on any school vehicle. The use of prescription medicines and OTC
drugs is subject to the regulations of Pioneer Academy and approval by the Pioneer Academy
Nurse and Administration.

Drug and alcohol use is defined as knowingly possessing, consuming, using, handling or
transporting, delivering or providing, storing, concealing, selling or facilitating the sale of,
transmitting, acquiring, buying, making, utilizing for any purpose, encouraging the use of, or
being under the influence of any controlled or illicit substances (including but not limited to
narcotics, hallucinogens, amphetamines, barbiturates, marijuana, tranquilizers, non-prescription
or prescription drugs, alcoholic beverages, intoxicants, solvents gases, mood-altering chemicals,
K2, recreational drugs, designer drugs, or other substances used for their ability to cause effects
identical to or similar to such chemicals and drugs et cetera). Exceptions will be applied if the
student is under the direct care and supervision of a physician who has prescribed the legal
substances in question and appropriate documentation has been provided. This prohibition also
applies to any type of drug-related paraphernalia. If caught, the student will be expelled and law
enforcement officials may be contacted. Many drug abuse offenses are also felonies. School
personnel may search rooms, lockers, book bags, gym bags, coats, and/or any other containers if
they suspect the presence of drugs or drug paraphernalia.
Random and Suspicion-based Drug and Alcohol Testing
If a student’s behavior raises suspicions (but no direct evidence) of drug or alcohol use, Pioneer
Academy may require the student to receive an immediate medical examination to determine
whether the student is under the influence of drugs or alcohol. If the test is negative, no further
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action will be taken. If the test is positive, the student will be required to get a substance use
evaluation, the results of which must be available to the School Counselor, who will devise the
follow-up plan. Any student suspected of alcohol consumption will be asked to submit to a
breathalyzer test. Students refusing drug and/or alcohol testing will automatically receive a
“non-negative” substance abuse result and will bear the same consequences as if the test results
were positive. A tampered or diluted specimen will also be treated as a positive test result. ”

Pioneer Academy Vaping Policy

The State of New Jersey has prohibited the sale of tobacco products, including electronic
vaping products to anyone under the age of 21 years. It is also against the law to use these
products indoors or within 25 feet of a door. To help keep its students safe, Pioneer Academy
has installed air quality monitors in various locations on campus. The use of electronic smoking
devices or tampering with air quality monitors in any form is strictly prohibited. This includes but
is not limited to, deactivation, covering, removal or disabling of the device.

The following policy is applicable to any student that is reported of smoking/vaping on campus
or is present (for any reason) during a time whenever Tampering or High Vape Index is
measured. A student does not need to be caught in the act of smoking/Vaping to be questioned
or for the policy to be implemented. Suspicion of use or reporting from another member of the
PIoneer community is suffice to have our policy implemented.

1st Time:
Notification will be sent to parents and students will receive a mandatory school- service
assignment.

2nd Time:
Student will receive a working suspension (internship-like day with a faculty member) and
schedules for a mandatory session with school’s life coach and the student will attend a
vaping-dependency workshop,

3rd Time:
Students will receive an out of school suspension that may be reported to other institutions and
may lose privileges such as attending field trips.
Students will move into a provisional enrollment that outlines future expectations and
consequences that can include expulsion, withdrawal or the inability to re enroll in upcoming
academic years (for students in grades 9-11).

Academic Dishonesty
Pioneer Academy is committed to helping students to understand the importance of personal
honesty and academically honorable behavior. The goal of the academic integrity policy is to
help students follow these core values and avoid academic dishonesty or plagiarism. This is
defined broadly as any attempt to give, receive, or otherwise use any form of unauthorized
assistance, any attempt to gain an unfair advantage when completing academic work, or any
attempt to receive credit for work done by anyone other than the person whose name appears on
the work; this includes homework, classwork, short answers work, and essays. There will be
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disciplinary consequences for any academic dishonesty violation including loss of credit and
possible expulsion. For further information see section below entitled, “Academic Dishonesty:
General Cheating and Plagiarism”.
Electronic Devices
Radios or any electronic devices such as handheld video games, MP3 players, iPods and CD
players etc. are not permitted in school. Not only do they disturb classes, but they may be lost or
stolen. Any student found in possession of prohibited electronic items will have it confiscated
and turned over to the Dean of Students. Only parents or guardians may pick up the item from
the office and disciplinary action will be imposed at the discretion of the administration.
Audio/Video Recording Devices
The use of audio and video recording devices of any type is prohibited and will result in severe
disciplinary consequences. The first offense will be a minimum out-of-school suspension.
Laser Pointing Devices
These devices project a powerful, intense, and potentially damaging point of light. They are not
permitted on school property at any time. Any student found to be in possession of a laser
pointing device will have the device immediately confiscated and the student will be subject to
out-of-school suspension.
Mobile Communications Devices
Students are not permitted to bring or possess a remotely activated paging device or beeper onto
school grounds at any time, whether the school is in session or not. All mobile communications
devices, including cell phones, must be powered off and stored in lockers out of sight while the
student is in the school building. Such devices may be turned on after school has concluded for
the day and the student is outside of the school building. If brought to school, such devices shall
not be openly displayed and must be stored in the assigned places.

Pioneer Academy recognizes that as telecommunications and other technologies shift, the
manner in which information is accessed, communicated, and transferred will alter the nature of
teaching and learning. Access to telecommunications allows students to explore databases,
libraries, internet sites, bulletin boards, et cetera while exchanging information with individuals
throughout the world. The school supports access by students to information sources but reserves
the right to limit in-school use to materials appropriate for educational purposes.

Pioneer Academy also recognizes that telecommunications will allow students access to
information sources that do not meet school-approved standards and have not been pre-screened
by educators.

Public Displays of Affection, Prolonged Physical Contact
Public displays of affection, such as kissing, prolonged hugging, or other types of physical
contact are not allowed. Extreme instances of physical contact and/or repeated violations of such
behavior constitute major violations of school policy.

Consequences may include detention, suspension, or in extreme cases, expulsion.
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Leaving Campus without Permission
Consequences may include suspension or expulsion.

Academic Dishonesty: General Cheating and Plagiarism
Cheating on tests, and/or any other types of attempts at deception to get credit without required
academic effort is unacceptable conduct. Each teacher sets his/her own standards of behavior for
the classroom, and students are expected to know the standards and procedures for each of their
classes and the expectations of their teachers. The administration has reviewed/accepted and will
support individual teacher standards and procedures for cheating and plagiarism.

Plagiarism, defined as the unauthorized taking of another person’s ideas or written work without
giving appropriate credit to the author, constitutes taking a word, phrase, or idea directly (direct
copy of text) or indirectly (paraphrase of material) without proper citation or credit given to the
original author. Types of conduct that will be deemed plagiarism include, but are not limited to
the following:

● giving or receiving answers to homework

● giving or receiving answers to questions on tests or quizzes

● taking credit for work that was completed by someone else, including other
students, internet resources, and any other source material not created by the
submitter

When a teacher or administrator determines that a student has engaged in any form of academic
dishonesty, the following consequences will be imposed:

Consequences:

1st Offense: The student will receive a 0 (zero) for the assignment. The student may complete
the assignment properly and the final grade will not be higher than 50%. The student’s parent or
guardian will be notified as soon as possible. A student that has exhibited academic dishonesty
will be removed from any Honor award for the marking period.

2nd Offense: The student will receive a zero for the assignment with no opportunity to redo the
assignment. The student’s parent or guardian will be notified as soon as possible. The teacher
will notify the administration and file an incident report. The student, teacher and Dean of
Students will meet to discuss the conduct. The incident report will remain in the student’s file.

Any student exhibiting academic dishonesty more than once while enrolled at Pioneer Academy
will be reviewed before awarded the honor of Valedictorian or Salutatorian during their
commencement exercises.
Forgery
Any attempt by a student to duplicate or imitate a teacher’s, administrator’s, parent’s/guardian’s,
or another student’s signature on any school document is considered forgery.

Consequences may include suspension or expulsion.
Lying to Faculty/Staff, Failure to Self-Identify
The knowing provision of false information to Faculty and Staff, refusal to provide name and/or
other identifying information and refusal to stop or report when so instructed by staff will not be
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tolerated.

Consequences may include suspension or expulsion.

Lower School Discipline Policies

Discipline Policy:

The Class Dojo point system is the primary discipline system in the lower school.

Implementation of Class Dojo Point System: The Class Dojo point system will be
the primary method for tracking and managing discipline in the lower school.

Students with more than three instances of recess and lunch detention should
proceed to the dean's office and seek guidance from the school counselor.

Students who are on the behavioral intervention plan will now adhere to
the ALMA discipline system. The Dean of Students or Director of Operation
will notify the teacher to use the demerit system on ALMA for these
students for discipline issues, not class dojo points.

Cell Phones

A. Students are not allowed to use cell phones, smartwatches, and cameras
during school hours, after-school care services or any field trip.

B. Teachers should confiscate cell phones if students are being used during
the school day.
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Consequences for Out-of-Classroom Behaviors

Behavior

Immediate
Removal
from Class

Problem
Solve and
Fix
Problem

Phone
Call
Home

Family
Conference

Loss of
Privilege

(i.e.
Recess
with the
School
Admin
Approval
)

Early
Dismissal

Principal’s

Suspension

-in school

-out of
school

Uniqueness
Slur

★ ★ ★

Walking Out
of the
Classroom

★ ★ ★

Trying to
Leave the
Building/
Area

★ ★ ★

Being in an
Unauthorized
Area

★ ★ ★

Cursing at
Someone

★ ★ ★

Stealing ★ ★ ★ ★

Destruction ★ ★ ★ ★

Inappropriate
touching

★ ★ ★ ★ ★
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Refusal to
Take A Break
or Problem
Solve with
Someone

★ ★ ★ ★

Classroom
Disruption
(verbal and
non-ver.)

★ ★ ★

Physical
Unsafe
Behavior
(climbing,
kicking,
throwing of
objects/thing
s)

★ ★ ★ ★

Physical
Aggression
towards
others
(kicking,
slapping,
pulling hair,
pushing with
the intent to
harm)

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ Possible Possible

Extreme
Aggression
towards
others (hitting,
biting,
throwing
objects
towards
others)

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★

Cell Phones

A. Students are not allowed to use cell phones, smartwatches, and cameras
during school hours, after-school care services or any field trip.
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B. Teachers should confiscate cell phones if students are being used during
the school day.

Pioneer Academy
Readmission Policies

Academic Standards for
Automatic Readmission

Students Currently in Lower School
1. The student must earn a 70% average or higher in each of their core classes
(Math, ELA, Social Studies, and Science).

Students Currently in Middle School
1. The student must maintain a cumulative GPA of 2.75 or higher.
2. The student must earn a 70% average or higher in each of their core classes
(Math, ELA, Social Studies, and Science).

Students Currently in Upper School
1. The student must maintain a cumulative GPA of 2.75 or higher.
2. The student must earn a 75% average or higher in each of their core classes
(Math, ELA, Social Studies, and Science).
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Character Standards for
Automatic Readmission

Students Currently in Lower School
1. The student engaged in no more than one instance of physical aggression
towards others (kicking, slapping, pulling hair, pushing, hitting, or biting)
2. If a behavioral action plan was implemented for the student, then the parents
complied with the home support requirements outlined in any behavioral action
plans.
3. Criteria for continued enrollment readmission will be outlined in the behavioral
action plan.

Students Currently in Middle School or Upper School
1. The student accumulates no more than 50 demerits before the last day of the
second marking period.
2. The student accumulates no more than 100 demerits during the 365 days prior
to the last day of the second marking period.
3. The student received zero out-of-school suspensions during the current
academic year.
4. The student was not involved in any major incidents, including but not limited
to repeated cheating or plagiarism, violent behavior, drug use, abuse of
technology, or persistent disruption to the learning environment.

Grievance Policy
Pioneer Academy School Policy for Parents & Students

In case of a grievance against a staff member from a parent or a student, the initial step
would be to ask if it was addressed with the staff member directly via email. The
communication must be done in a respectful, non-confrontational manner. Every effort
should be made to understand and resolve the issue within the Pioneer Academy’s
guidelines.
If the staff member is not communicating after three business days, an immediate
supervisor should be informed in writing via email:

● PK - Ms. Duzgun
● K-8 Mr. Caiazzo (if Academic)
● K-4 Ms. Duzgun (if Operational)
● 5-8 Mr. Benevenga (if Operational)
● 9-12 Mr. Bilgin (if Academic & Operational)
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A review should take place, and a response should be provided in writing within three
business days via email. If the supervisor is not responding within five business days,
the matter should be brought up with the assistant head of school, who may inform the
head of school. Every effort will be made to understand the issue brought up and to
address and resolve it in line with the Pioneer Academy’s policies.

Please note that Pioneer Academy reserves the right to modify the policy at any time;
the policy will be reviewed annually by the Administration.

XX. Statement of Equal Rights and Non-Discrimination
Pioneer Academy does not discriminate based on age, socio-economic stratification, gender, personal
lifestyle preferences, marital status, pregnancy, ethnicity, color, race/haplotype, nationality or national
origin, immigration status, disability, physical traits, creed, religion or any other category protected by
State or Federal law. Pioneer Academy believes all humans have equal rights and expects all members of
the Pioneer Academy community to respect such rights without question. Pioneer Academy also
encourages all witnesses and victims of discrimination and/or harassment of any nature to report such
issues privately to the Pioneer Administration, to The Guidance Department, and/or to the Human
Resources Department.

Parent Partners
Involvement
Parental involvement is an important part of our program. Parents and students working together with
staff members is an important element in a quality school program. Visitation is encouraged by parents
and other interested parties who wish to visit the site. A solid relationship with the PA teachers and staff
is built on mutual trust and respect and is key in making your student’s school experience work well for
everyone.
Also, there are a number of opportunities and events at PA where a parent can volunteer. Please contact
the PA Parent Volunteer Organization (PVO) for a list of involvement opportunities.
If parents plan on consistently volunteering on a regular basis for more than an hour at a time, they need
to complete a criminal background check and submit it to the school. Please note that this does not apply
to attending school events.
Keep these general tips in mind as you begin to build your relationship with PA:
● Keep the lines of communication open at all times. Let your teacher know if there is something going
on in your child’s life that may affect behavior and/or school performance.
● Be aware of program policies and honor them. Respect drop-off and pick-up times, policies, and
procedures.
● Get involved with the program. The more you participate, the more comfortable and confident in the
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school programs you will be.
We want to build positive relationships with all our families. Visit us whenever you can – You
are always welcome!!

School Visitation and Scheduled Observation
PA values the concept of parents as partners in education. Parent and community support and
assistance are vital in all facets of the school program. Parents of currently enrolled students or
prospective students may wish to observe the classroom setting or perhaps volunteer to serve as
an instructional partner in the classroom. While custodial parents of attending students are
always permitted access to all student areas of our school as long as they have made their
presence known to the administration, interruption of classroom instruction is prohibited.
Note: Actual classroom observations during regular school day instructional hours must be
scheduled to minimize disruption to all students and maintain the integrity of class lessons are
limited to 1 per semester for grades K through 8.
Also, impromptu conversations and/or discussions with teachers about students are prohibited in
order to maintain school schedules and teacher planning times unless they are initiated by the
teacher themselves. Parents should schedule conferences with the teacher to discuss issues and/or
student concerns.

General Parent/ Guardian Responsibilities
The following outlines the responsibilities of Pioneer Academy parents/guardians.
● Contact PA if your child will not be attending class on any given day.
● Notify PA in advance if anyone other than the parent or guardian will pick the student up. Note:
These individuals must be listed on the emergency contact form.
● Honor PA operating hours by not dropping your child off before 7:30 am and picking your child up
by 6:00 pm.
● Update your child’s records and/or family information as changes in occur. It is the responsibility of
parents to notify the front office staff of any changes in employment, address, phone numbers, care
and/or custody arrangements, and any other important information regarding their child or family
situation. All aforementioned informational changes must be completed in writing and submitted to the
front office.
● Notify and/or consult with the school personnel should any problems arise concerning your child,
whether at home, at school, or at PA. We are here to help.
● Notify the school of any special needs your student may have. The information must, also, be listed
on your child’s enrollment form.
● Follow all PA policies and procedures.
● Notify the administration in the event of questions or concerns with PA staff or policies.
● Notify in writing any changes to your child’s enrollment status or any intention to withdraw from
PA.
● Keep your tuition account current.
● Attend all general school meetings whenever possible.
● Read all emails sent by the school and/or teachers to stay informed about current information.
● Volunteer and participate in school activities whenever possible. Get involved.
● Avoid Danger - When left unattended in a motor vehicle, children are at risk for bodily
harm or death due to factors including extreme hot and cold temperatures, kidnapping, and
tampering with the vehicle's gear setting or ignition.
HANDBOOK CORRECTIONS AND/OR MODIFICATIONS
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PA reserves the right to make changes or modifications to this handbook as needed throughout
the school year. The latest version will always be available on our website at
www.pioneeracademy.org

HANDBOOK DEFINITIONS AND/OR INTERPRETATIONS
For purposes of clarity, many terms and situations have been defined or explained in an effort to
explicitly determine the exact meaning and/or context. The PA administration will determine and
apply specific definitions and interpretations where necessary to provide maximum security,
safety, and educational opportunities for PA students. No other definition or interpretation, nor
any other source may be used or applied to terms or situations described within this handbook.

XXI. Disclaimer – Notice of School’s Right to Revise Policies

Pioneer Academy is constantly striving to improve its policies and practices. Please note that
Pioneer Academy reserves the right to revise its policies at any time, with or without notice, as
required to fulfill the security, educational, and organizational objectives of the school. This
document should be viewed as a guideline that is continually under review and subject to
modification with or without notice. Should issues arise which have not been clearly addressed
in this document, a resolution will be determined on a case-by-case basis by the Pioneer
Academy Administration.

XXII. Student Contract

COVID-19 WAIVER OF LIABILITY AND INDEMNIFICATION

MANDATORY TO ATTEND PIONEER ACADEMY 2023-2024 ACADEMIC YEAR

1. I agree that I am personally responsible for my safety and actions while on the premises of Pioneer
Academy. I agree to comply with all Pioneer Academy policies and rules, including but not limited to all
Pioneer Academy policies, guidelines, signage, and instructions. Because Pioneer Academy is open for
use by other individuals, I recognize that I am at a higher risk of contracting COVID-19. With full
awareness and appreciation of the risks involved, I, for myself and on behalf of my family, spouse, estate,
heirs, executors, administrators, assignees, and personal representatives, hereby forever release, waive,
discharge, and covenant not to sue Pioneer Academy, its board members, officers, agents, volunteers,
independent contractors, affiliates, employees, successors, and assignees (collectively the “Released
Parties”) from any and all liability, claims, demands, actions, and causes of action whatsoever, directly or
indirectly arising out of or related to any loss, damage, or injury, including death, that may be sustained
by me related to COVID-19 whether caused by the negligence of the Released Parties, any third-party
using Pioneer Academy, or otherwise, while participating in any activity while in, on, or around Pioneer
Academy and/or while using any of Pioneer Academy facilities, tools, equipment, or materials.

2. I agree to indemnify, defend, and hold harmless the Released Parties from and against any and all costs,
expenses, damages, claims, lawsuits, judgments, losses, and/or liabilities (including attorney fees) arising
either directly or indirectly from or related to any and all claims made by or against any of the Released
Parties due to bodily injury, death, loss of use, monetary loss, or any other injury from or related to my
use of the Pioneer Academy facilities, tools, equipment, or materials, whether caused by the negligence of
the Released Parties or otherwise specifically related to COVID-19.
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3. By signing below I acknowledge and represent that I have read the foregoing Waiver of Liability,
understand it and sign it voluntarily as my own free act and deed, including without limitation the Release
of Liability and Indemnification requirements contained in this document; I am sufficiently informed
about the risks involved in using Pioneer Academy to decide whether to sign this document; no oral
representations, statements, or inducements, apart from the foregoing written agreement, have been made;
I am at least eighteen (18) years of age and fully competent; and I execute this document for full,
adequate, and complete consideration fully intending to be bound by the same. I agree that this Waiver of
Liability shall be governed by and construed in accordance with New Jersey law, and that if any of the
provisions hereof are found to be unenforceable, the remainder shall be enforced as fully as possible and
the unenforceable provision(s) shall be deemed modified to the limited extent required to permit
enforcement of the Waiver of Liability as a whole. This waiver remains in effect until the State of New
Jersey lifts all COVID-19 related mandates including 2023-2024 academic year and subsequent years if
applicable.

Student name (PRINT): __________________________________________________________

Student Signature: ______________________________ Date ____________________

Parent name (PRINT): ___________________________________________________________

Parent Signature:____________________________________ Date ____________________

PIONEER ACADEMY COPY - Parent-Student Handbook 2023-2024

I understand that PIONEER ACADEMY is committed to reviewing its policies, practices, and benefits
continually. Accordingly, I understand that the policies, practices, and benefits outlined in this student
handbook are subject to change at any time in order to improve the school environment. I recognize and
accept that the PIONEER ACADEMY Administration reserves the right to enforce all current or future
policies based upon examination of such policies and investigation of any situations to which they may
apply. In the event of an incident or situation for which no clear policy has been established or to which
current policies cannot reasonably be applied, I understand and accept that the PIONEER ACADEMY
Administration reserves the right to determine, at its own discretion, which actions will be appropriate to
rectify or resolve any outstanding issues, and to execute such actions.

Furthermore, I understand and consent to my student responsibilities as outlined in this Pioneer Academy
Parent/Student Handbook. I understand and agree that I will be held accountable for my behavior and
must accept and adhere to the policies as outlined in this document. Additionally, I understand that these
policies will be upheld at school, at school-sponsored and school-related activities, including
school-sponsored travel, and at events in which the school participates. I understand that any student who
violates the code of conduct is subject to disciplinary action as outlined in this Parent/Student Handbook,
and that in extreme cases when local, state, or federal law is violated, disciplinary action may include
referral for criminal prosecution.

No handbook can cover every aspect relating to the functions, procedures, and policies in place within a
dynamic institution such as Pioneer Academy. Therefore, any situation not specifically referred to in this
handbook will fall under the jurisdiction of PA Administration and the Board of Directors. Pioneer
Academy reserves the right to update it as needed with or without prior notification. The latest copy will
be posted on the website and a hard copy will be available upon request.
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I HEREBY RECOGNIZE AND AGREE WITH MY OBLIGATIONS TO ADHERE TO PIONEER
ACADEMY SCHOOL POLICY.

Student name (PRINT): _______________________________________________________________

Student Signature: _________________________________________ Date ____________________

I HEREBY RECOGNIZE AND AGREE WITH MY OBLIGATIONS TO ADHERE TO PIONEER
ACADEMY SCHOOL POLICY.

Parent name (PRINT): _________________________________________________________________

Parent Signature: _________________________________________ Date ____________________

***Please sign and return to the Office of the Dean of Students***

Any student attending Pioneer Academy, their parents and guardians are required and agree to abide by
the enclosed handbook. Their continued attendance is an agreement to all rules and protocols as outlined.
Agreement and adherence to the student -parent handbook is agreed upon for the entire time a student is
enrolled at Pioneer Academy.

Pioneer Academy
2023-2024 Student and Parent Handbook

www.pioneereacademy.org

PioAcademy

PioAcademy

PioAcademy
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